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ABSTRACT 
 

Cyber-physical systems refer to a new generation of synergy systems with 

integrated computational and physical processes which interact with one other. 

The development and simulation of cyber-physical systems (CPSs) are obstructed 

by the complexity of the subsystems of which they are comprised, fundamental 

differences in the operation of cyber and physical elements, significant correlative 

dependencies among the elements, and operation in dynamic and open 

environments. The Multiple Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agent system (BDI 

multi-agent system) is a promising choice for overcoming these challenges, since 

it offers a natural way to decompose complex systems or large scale problems 

into decentralized, autonomous, interacting, more or less intelligent entities. In 

particular, BDI agents have the ability to interact with, and expand the capabilities 

of, the physical world through computation, communication, and control. A BDI 

agent has its philosophical grounds on intentionality and practical reasoning, and 

it is natural to combine a philosophical model of human practical reasoning with 

the physical operation and any cyber infrastructure.  

In this thesis, we introduce the BDI Model, discuss implementations of BDI 

agents from an ideal theoretical perspective as well as from a more practical 

perspective, and show how they can be used to bridge the cyber infrastructure and 

the physical operation using the framework. We then strengthen the framework’s 

performance using the state-of-the-art parallel computing architecture and 

eventually propose a BDI agent based software framework to enable the efficient 

modeling and simulation of heterogeneous CPS systems in an integrated manner.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 
The multi-agent system shows promise for the tackling of challenges posed by a wide range 

of complex systems, in particular cyber-physical systems (CPSs), which exhibit a rich 

interaction between physics and computation [1], [2]. In CPSs, varied sensors collect data 

and information of the physical operation of the systems and communicate the data and 

information in real-time to the cyber elements used for multidimensional data analysis and 

intelligent control. These cyber elements use their computational capabilities to carry out 

function such as data storage, data colligation, data analysis, data mining, with the goal of 

processing the information and determining appropriate control settings for physical elements 

of the systems in the CPS. Examples of CPS appear in fields such as robotic manufacturing, 

electric power generation and distribution, chemical process control, distributed computer 

games [3] and so forth.  

The fundamental challenges in research related the software frameworks of CPSs are 

accurate modeling and representation of these systems. The main difficulty lies in developing 

an integrated software framework that represents cyber, physical, and human elements 

vividly and incisively. For fundamental construction of the framework, Belief-Desire-

Intention (BDI) agent modeling is an ideal choice, as it can encapsulate diverse attributes 

within one agent, while capturing the interaction among autonomous, heterogeneous agents 

that strive towards a common goal in a distributed manner. For instance, sensors are crucial 

as they provide situational awareness of the environment and but the sensor data must flow 

into the cyber infrastructure which provides communication and computation capabilities. I 
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in Figure 1-1. Nowadays, opportunities and research challenges related to the design and 

development of CPSs can be found in areas as diverse as aerospace, automotive, chemical 

processes, civil infrastructure, energy, healthcare, manufacturing, transportation, 

entertainment, and consumer appliances [7].  

In the past years, systems and control researchers have established the development 

of powerful system science and engineering methods and tools, such as time and frequency 

domain methods, system identification, filtering, optimization, prediction, stochastic control, 

robust control, and so on. At the same time, computer science researchers have achieved 

significant breakthroughs in new programming languages, compiler designs, real-time 

computing techniques, visualization methods, and so on. In addition, they have innovated 

approaches to ensure computer system reliability, security, and fault tolerance. In addition, 

they have developed many types of modeling and simulation tools. The CPSs are constructed 

to integrate knowledge and engineering principles across the computational and engineering 

disciplines (networking, human interaction, control, software, learning theory, as well as 

electrical, mechanical, chemical, biomedical, material science, and other engineering 

disciplines) to develop new CPS science and supporting technology [3]. 

The objective of CPS research is to develop new systems science and engineering 

methods for building networking and real-time systems in which cyber and physical designs 

are compatible, concurrent, and integrated at all scales, according to recommendations in the 

August 2007 report of the U.S. President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology 

(PCAST), the U.S. National Science Foundation has been funding fundamental CPS research 

and education [8]. Moreover, the U.S. National Academy of Engineering has listed 14 grand 
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challenges for CPSs in various fields. The grand challenges for engineering are 

representative and typical in which the CPSs should be distributed, dynamically reconfigured, 

and able to interact with and influence the complex environments, and particularly including: 

 
 Large-scale, synergy, adaptability, autonomy, reliability and openness. 

 Data fusion from heterogeneous sensors and assessment of the value of the 

derived information.  

 Distributed monitoring, distributed control, and real-time information 

exchange. 

 Multiple-objective, multiple-stakeholder, and model-based frameworks that 

support component-based modeling and simulation.  

 The architectures that have multifunctional elements, parallel computation, 

and feedback loops at different time and scales, parallel processing, redundant 

fault-tolerant and distributed decision making. 

Facing the challenges, among existing technologies, the BDI multi-agent system 

seems to be a very versatile candidate for building a fundamental software frame for 

modeling and simulation of CPSs.   

 

1.2 BDI Multi-Agent System 

BDI Multi-agent system is a multi-agent system that is composed of multiple interacting BDI 

agents. It is a veracious and efficient way to build distributed autonomous, real-time 
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asynchronous and synchronous parallel processing system. BDI agents have a number of 

notable features.  

First of all, autonomous action and interaction are inherent capabilities of BDI agents 

[9]. A BDI agent could serve as an abstraction of a human being with beliefs, goals, and 

actions. A BDI agent in its environment, can sense the environment, resulting in beliefs, and 

accomplish delegated goals though actions. These actions are realized as outputs to modify 

the environment, as well as updated or new beliefs. A number of agents can exist in their 

environment and have different beliefs about the environment and different goals to be 

achieved. All of them can act in the environment. Under these circumstances, they have to 

communicate or interact with one another. For example, two agents may both be able to close 

and open windows, but they must to interact with each other to keep the windows open or 

close. Thus, it is a unanimous notion that autonomy and interaction are central to the concept 

of the BDI multi-agent. 

Secondly, BDI agents can work together effectively in distributed and dynamic 

environments. BDI agents may have been designed and modeled with different beliefs and 

goals, so they might not share the common goals. Therefore, they have to communicate to 

each other and act strategically in order to achieve the goals they want. These 

communications and actions may be synchronous or asynchronous in real-time, and also the 

agents should act autonomously, for example, making decisions about what to do at run-time, 

rather than having all decisions hardwired in at design time in traditional distributed and 

concurrent systems. In order to provide efficient and standardized solutions, in 2002, the 

foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) developed and released Agent 
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Management and Communication standards specifications. FIPA is an IEEE Computer 

Society standards organization that produces standards for heterogeneous and interacting 

agents, and advance agent-based technology and the interoperability of the standards with 

other technologies. With FIPA specifications such as communication infrastructure and 

platform services including white page service (agent management) and yellow page service, 

it is relatively simple to make agents cooperate with each other and coordinate their activities 

dynamically. In addition, as mentioned earlier, making decisions at the run-time must be the 

key to enhance systems’ real-time performance. Thus, a real-time reasoning mechanism is 

required in which agents can accomplish complex tasks rationally in distributed and dynamic 

environments. The BDI model provides the basis and conceivableness for such mechanism. 

The Belief-Desire-Intention model (BDI) was proposed by Bratman as a theory of human 

practical reasoning. It has successfully simplified the explanation framework for complex 

human behavior to the motivational stance [11]. Actions are only caused by desires not 

cognitions or emotions. Later, Rao and Georgeff [5] defined beliefs, desires, and intentions 

as mental attitudes represented as possible world states. The intentions of an agent are 

subsets of the beliefs and desires, for example, an agent acts towards some of the world states 

it desires to be true and believes to be possible. In 1999, according to Martha Pollack [13], 

the BDI could be further considered a general model for practical reasoning. Nowadays, 

many particular commercial products and solutions such as JACK, CogniTAO and LS/TS 

[14] have been developing agent-based systems using BDI model. Perhaps this also explains 

why we planned to build a BDI agent based framework for modeling CPSs. What’s more, 

since a well-rounded CPS is typically designed as a network of interacting elements with 
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physical input and output instead of as standalone sensors [1], if BDI agents try to 

communicate about these physical input and output or perceive the physical world, then it is 

necessary for them to understand how to describe these physical elements. The agents thus 

must to agree on the terminology that not only defines the physical elements as objects or 

events, but also interprets their relations. It means they must share the same language, 

vocabulary and terms as knowledge to understand about the world and each other in 

distributed and dynamic environments. For this reason, we need to build ontologies to 

describe relations among the physical elements and cyber infrastructures, respectively, as 

well as the interdependencies across the cyber-physical boundary. An ontology is a 

specification of a domain of knowledge that can exist for a community of agents, and the 

developing specifications of it are also provided by FIPA. 

Last but not least, as the previous mentioned, BDI agents must be able to transfer 

information about the world and interact with one another. At times, they have to deal with 

multiple tasks collectively, as a decentralized society of the agents. In the society, BDI agents 

know each other based on information sharing and message transmission, and coordinate 

their actions and behavior collectively in order to achieve better the goals of themselves or of 

the system in which they live [16]. This virtual living space can be considered as a matrix 

which indicates agents’ coordinate, resource allocation, communication related information 

and so forth. Therefore, these parallel matrices computation will be significant to the system 

performance, such as parallel message processing and low level data processing (telemetry, 

video, audio, and sensory data at high frequencies in real time). On the other hand, having 

parallel computation could speed up the system’s operation. For instance, although 
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parallelism can be achieved by agents in the matrix on a computer, the agents could be 

distributed across several computers. Each agent could be a subsystem which performs a 

complex task that has a huge demand of computation time, such as image processing, data 

mining, transcoding, non-algorithmic computing and so on, in the real-time. It is necessary 

that each agent can enable dramatic increases in computing performance. In a word, it seems 

reasonable to try to give a powerful parallel computation capability as cyber infrastructure to 

BDI agents, especially for our framework construction. 

 

1.3 GPGPU 

Parallelism is the future of computing. Future microprocessor development efforts will 

continue to concentrate on adding cores rather than increasing single-thread performance. 

One example of this trend, the heterogeneous 448 CUDA (Compute Unified Device 

Architecture) cores large memory Fermi-based GPGPU (General-Purpose computing on the 

Graphics Processing Unit), is the main computing processor in the NVIDIA® Tesla™ 20-

series personal supercomputers and has also attracted substantial interest from the scientific 

computing community. The highly parallel graphics processing unit (GPU) is rapidly gaining 

maturity as a powerful engine for computationally demanding applications. The GPU’s 

performance and potential offer a great deal of promise for the future of computing, while the 

architecture and programming model of the GPU are distinctly better than all conventional 

single-chip processors. Researchers and developers have become even more interested in 

utilizing this powerful engine for general-purpose computing, an effort known collectively as 

GPGPU, since recent graphics architectures provide tremendous memory bandwidth, 
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computational horsepower, and the graphics pipeline is well suited for parallelism. In fact, 

GPGPU really took off particularly when CUDA introduced in late 2006. CUDA is a parallel 

computing architecture and programming model developed by NVIDIA. The most important 

features of the CUDA are shared memory, which can greatly improve the performance of 

bandwidth-limited applications; double precision floating point arithmetic; and an arbitrary 

load/store memory model, which enables many new non-algorithmic computing models 

which were previously difficult or impossible to implement on the CPU. Thus, it might be 

possible to meet the BDI agents’ parallel computation needs or requirements, if we could 

build a cyber infrastructure for BDI multi-agent framework based on CUDA.  

 

1.4 Proposed Research 

By analyzing the challenges of Cyber-Physical Systems and briefly introducing the possible 

techniques, we propose a BDI agent based software framework to enable efficiently 

modeling and simulation of heterogeneous CPS systems in an integrated manner. In this 

software framework, the physical modeling and the software simulation environments are 

realized based on the JADEX technology, in which supports for the development and 

simulation ranging from small scale to large scale sensors and other physical elements and 

includes a BDI reasoning engine that integrates with state-of-the-art software engineering 

techniques like Ontology and FIPA reference models.  In addition, we extend BDI agents’ 

capability with CUDA in order to strengthen the framework’s comprehensive performance.  
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1.5 Organization of the Thesis 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, the Belief-Desire-Intention 

model and BDI agents are introduced, and a comparison of the most widely accepted BDI 

agent platforms and the results are also provided. CUDA capabilities of BDI agents are 

presented in Chapter 3. The BDI agent based software framework is proposed in Chapter 4. 

The simulation and results are presented in Chapter 5. Future works will be discussed at the 

end.  
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2 BDI MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM 

 
BDI Multi-agent systems are systems composed of multiple interacting BDI agents. BDI 

agents are BDI model based computer systems with two important capabilities. First, they at 

least have some capabilities of autonomous action of decision for themselves based on BDI 

model in which they act reasonably in order to satisfy their design objectives. Second, they 

are capable of interacting with other agents and their environment - not simply by 

exchanging data, but by engaging in analogues of the kind of social activity that we all 

engage in every day of our lives: cooperation, coordination, negotiation, and the like. 

Technically, multi-agent system is a relatively sub-field of computer science. It has only been 

studied since 1980s, and the field has been recognized since about the early 2000s. Since 

then international interest in the field has grown enormously, the interest has been spurred at 

least in part by the belief that agents are an appropriate software paradigm through which to 

exploit the possibilities presented by massive open distributed systems like the Internet. 

Although they will certainly have a critical role to play in exploring the potential of the 

Internet, there is a lot more to the multi-agent system than this. The multi-agent system 

seems to be a natural way for understanding and building a complex system which is 

decentralized, synergistic, autonomous, interacting, asynchronous and synchronous 

concurrently, etc. The ideas of it is not tied to a single application domain but, like objects 

before them, seem to find currency in a host of different application domains. 
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2.1 Belief-Desire-Intention model 

The BDI model theory was proposed by Rao and Georgeff in 1995 [5]; however, the notion 

of the BDI model was initially conceived by Michael Bratman’s brilliant book, Intention, 

Plans, and Practical Reason, which makes considerable advances in the theory of human 

action and unintentionally deepens our knowledge of the foundations of human beings [4]. 

The most important fundamental part for the BDI model theory in the book is about plans, 

not simply the execution of plans, but also their formation, retention, combination, 

completion, modification and reconsideration. To a much lesser extent, it is also about the 

ways in which one individual’s plans are constrained by those of other individuals. The focus 

on plans rests on their importance in the furtherance of human purposes. Since individuals 

are limited in the extent to which they can deliberate at the moment of action, they must 

deliberate in advance of their actions. Thus, a plan enables them to extend the power of 

deliberation. Advance thinking is necessary to coordinate an individual’s actions through 

time. Each act can thereby be seen as a building block in an overall edifice. Committing 

oneself to future actions now also facilitates coordination of actions across many other 

individuals who must also think ahead. These others will stand a better chance of knowing 

what those who engage in related activities will do if there is prior commitment.  

Furthermore, understanding actions in terms of future-directed intentions, rather than 

simply in terms of desires and beliefs, permits us to appreciate the extended temporality of 

decisions. Intentions generate inter-temporal effects in the form of at least three constraints 

on subsequent practical reasoning and action. First of all, the means that ought to be used to 
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implement an intention must be settled upon. Second, incompatibilities between a prior 

intention and subsequent intentions must be eliminated by modifying one or more plans. 

Third, revisions or mid-course adjustments must be made in the process of carrying out an 

intention in response to indications of success or failure along the way. Obviously, intentions 

guide thought and action through time. They present that decisions are not “time-slice” 

outputs, but processes extended through time. In addition, Bratman made a fundamental 

distinction between what is intended and what is simply within the motivational potential of 

an intention. This distinction reinforces the inter-temporal quality of intentionality. Consider 

an individual who intends to run a race tomorrow. Although he knows very well that in the 

process of running he will wear down his sneakers, he does not intend to wear down his 

sneakers. This is simply an expected side-effect of what he does intend. Of course, it is 

relevant to whether he decides to run the race in the first place. It may be that the joy of 

running is not great enough to offset the displeasure he feels from wearing down his sneakers. 

Therefore, the wear and tear of the sneakers is within the motivational potential of the 

intention to nm the race; however, factors within the motivational potential do not affect the 

same inter-temporal constraints as do intentions. The individual will not view his problem as 

how to wear down sneakers. Thus, he will not later specifically seek means to wear them 

down or any subsequent intention that reduces or eliminates the wear on his sneakers be 

blocked from his consideration. 
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future. Further, there is a rational demand that one’s intentions be coherent in the sense, 

roughly, which it not be true that one intends A, believes that A requires that one intend 

means B, and yet not intend B. These norms of consistency and coherence are operative in a 

planning agent’s practical reasoning. There are two ideas for understanding these rational 

demands for consistency and coherence of intentions. The first is that intention seems in 

some way to involve belief. Different views are possible here: some suppose that an intention 

to A involves the belief that one will A; some say only that it involves a belief that A is 

possible in an appropriate sense; however this belief involvement we may also be struck by 

the second idea, namely that one’s beliefs are themselves subject to demands for consistency 

and coherence. From our understanding, causes for actions are only related to desires 

ignoring other facets of cognition or emotions, as shown in Figure 2-1, perception as input, 

actions (speech and body action) as output, and emotions could be considered as interference, 

but wouldn’t cause any actions directly. 

 While much work has gone into the reinforcement and formalization of this BDI 

conception, for system design, two main successful theories have come out. One is the 

consistent usage of folk psychological notions of belief and desire that closely correspond to 

the way of human cooperation and communication behavior [12]. The BDI mechanism 

responsible for agent behavior is simplistic in nature and thereby can address many generic 

aspects of human behavior and reasoning. For this reason, the other BDI theory of Rao and 

Georgeff [5] defines beliefs, desires, and intentions as mental attitudes represented as 

possible world states in order to extending BDI in the context of the agent’s social 
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environment and improve the internal reasoning process based on real world applications and 

BDI logics [13]. The intentions of an agent are subsets of the beliefs and desires, for example, 

an agent acts towards some of the world states it desires to be true and believes to be possible. 

To be computationally tractable Rao and Georgeff also proposed several simplifications to 

the theory, the most important one being that only beliefs are represented explicitly. Desires 

are reduced to events that are handled by predefined plan templates, and intentions are 

represented implicitly by the runtime stack of plans to be executed. 

 

2.2 BDI-Agent 

The BDI model theory of Rao and Georgeff not only argued the necessity of beliefs, desires, 

and intentions in domains where real-time performance is required from both a quantitative 

decision theoretic perspective and a symbolic reasoning perspective, but also showed how 

people can build practical systems by making certain simplifying assumptions and sacrificing 

some of the expressive power of the theoretical framework. 

 

2.2.1 Beliefs 

Beliefs represent information about the world and agents’ internal states. Each belief is 

represented as a ground literal of first-order logic. Beliefs not only represent entities in a kind 

of one-to-one mapping, but also provide a domain-dependent abstraction of entities by 

highlighting important properties while omitting irrelevant details. This introduces a personal 
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world view inside the agent: The way in which the agent perceives and thinks about the 

world. 

 

2.2.2 Desires 

Desires are also known as goals, they correspond to the tasks allocated to the agent and are 

usually considered as logically consistent among them. The goals represent the agents’ 

wishes and drive the course of their actions. They need not necessarily be consistent and 

hence maybe cannot be achieved simultaneously. A “goal deliberation” process has the task 

to select a subset of consistent desires. The most agent-oriented systems ignore this step and 

assume that an agent only possesses non-conflicting desires. In a goal-oriented design, 

different goal types such as achieve or maintain goals can be used to explicitly represent the 

states to be achieved or maintained, and therefore the reasons, why actions are executed [18]. 

When actions fail it can be checked if the goal is achieved, or if not, if it would be useful to 

retry the failed action, or try out another set of actions to achieve the goal. The goal concept 

allows to model agents which are not purely reactive in which only act after the occurrence 

of some event. Agents that pursue their own goals exhibit pro-active behavior. 

 

2.2.3 Intentions 

Intentions are courses of action an agent has committed to carry out in which agents achieve 

their goals and react to occurring events. Therefore, a plan is not just a sequence of basic 

actions, but may also include more abstract elements such as sub-goals. To form a hierarchy 
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of plans, some plans may be executed to achieve the sub-goals of the former plan. When an 

agent decides on pursuing a goal with a certain plan, it commits itself momentarily to this 

kind of goal accomplishment and hence has established a so called intention towards the 

sequence of plan actions. Flexibility in BDI plans is achieved by the combination of two 

facets. The first aspect concerns the dynamic selection of suitable plans for a certain goal 

which is performed by a process called “meta-level reasoning”. This process decides with 

respect to the actual situation which plan will get a chance to satisfy the goal. If a plan is not 

successful, the meta-level reasoning can be done again allowing a recovery from plan failures. 

The second criteria relates to the definition of plans, which can be specified in a continuum 

from very abstract plans using only sub-goals to very concrete plans composed of only basic 

actions.  

The resulting abstract interpreter loop as shown in Figure 2-2 captures the essence of 

Procedural Reasoning System (PRS) [19] and is also the foundation for most current BDI-

systems like JACK [20] and Jason [21]. Main task of the interpreter is to find and execute 

plans matching the given events and goals (lines 3-4). Afterwards, selected plans are 

executed (lines 5-6) and affected attitudes are updated accordingly (lines 8-9). 
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Figure 2-2 BDI-interpreter Loop [5] 
 
2.3 BDI Multi-Agent System 

At present, so many different agent platforms can be used to develop BDI multi-agent based 

applications. Howbeit, the most of these platforms are developed with a specific 

technological focus such as the cognitive or infrastructural architecture. Therefore, not all 

aspects of agent technology are covered equally well. In order to be able to obtain a better 

understanding of developing BDI agent based framework for CPSs, we compared several of 

the most popular and widely accepted BDI agent platforms [22].   

We considered appropriate criteria for comparing agent platforms based on [23].  

These criteria are introduced in the form of objective questions. The questions and the 

answers as results can be found particularly in Appendix A. In addition, there is a very 

critical concern about support for mobile technology, since today’s wireless technology, in 

particular mobile network and mobile devices, represents a significant approach and a major 

trend in Cyber-Physical Systems [24]. We thereupon made a final remark table which 
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includes the conclusion of the comparison and indicates the concern. The table is shown on 

the next page. 

Table 2-1 Final Remarks 

 BDI model Large-Scale Decentralized Modularization Mobile 

Jason Supported Unknown Supported Limited No 

3APL Supported No Only Control Limited Supported

JACK Supported Supported Supported Supported No 

JADE No Supported Supported Supported Supported

JADEX Supported Supported Supported Supported Supported

 

 

 

 

 

It is obvious that JADEX is the best choice for building software frame for CPSs as a 

fundamental platform in which it not only meets all requirements of the BDI agent technique, 

but can easily integrate other CPSs required techniques as well.  

EXPLANATION: 
BDI Model: whether to fully support the BDI model. 
Large-Scale: whether to fully support the construction of large-scale systems. 
Decentralized: whether to fully support the construction of distributed systems. 
Modularization: whether the platform can be extended with additional functionality. 
Mobile: whether to fully support the mobile technology. 
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2.3.1 Fundamental Platform - JADEX 

In the comparison, we can find that the JADE platform focuses on implementing the FIPA 

reference model, providing the required communication infrastructure and platform services 

such as agent management, and other capabilities. It intentionally leaves open much of the 

issues of internal agent concepts. The JADE eXtension, JADEX is an implementation of 

reactive (event-based) and deliberative (goal-driven) agent platform for representing mental 

states in JADE agents following the BDI model. It is not bound to a specific target domain, 

but has been used to realize applications in different domains such as modeling, simulation, 

scheduling, and mobile technology [25]. It is designed for easy integration into JADE as an 

add-on package. The main objective is to facilitate the utilization of BDI agents in the 

implementation, where this is regarded as appropriate by us.  

 

2.3.2 BDI in JADEX 

The BDI model is presented as a black box, which receives and sends messages, in JADEX 

as shown in Figure 2-3 on the next page. 
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against the belief-base can be issued in a descriptive set-oriented query language. Also, the 

belief-base is not only a passive data store, but takes an active part in the agent’s execution, 

by monitoring belief state conditions. Changes of beliefs may thereupon directly lead to 

actions such as events being generated or goals being created or dropped. 

Goals: They are the central concept in JADEX, where goals are concrete, momentary 

desires of an agent. For any goal an agent has, it will more or less directly engage into 

suitable actions, until it considers the goal as being reached, unreachable, or not wanted any 

more. In other PRS-like systems, goals are represented by a special kind of event [20] [21] 

[26] [27]. Thus, in these systems the current goals of an agent are only implicitly available as 

the causes of currently executing plans. In JADEX, goals are represented as explicit objects 

contained in a goal-base, which is accessible to the reasoning component as well as to plans 

if they need to know or want to change the current goals of the agent. Since goals are 

represented separately from plans, the system can retain goals that are not currently 

associated to any plan. As a result, unlike other BDI systems, JADEX does not require that 

all adopted goals are consistent to each other, as long as only consistent subsets of those 

goals are pursued at any time. To distinguish between just adopted and actively pursued 

goals, a goal lifecycle is introduced which consists of the goal states option, active, and 

suspended as shown in Figure 2-4. When a goal is adopted, it becomes an option that is 

added to the agent’s goal-base, either as top-level goal, or when created from a plan as sub-

goal of a plan’s root goal. Application specific goal deliberation settings specify 

dependencies between goals, and are used for managing the state transitions of all adopted 
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goals as well as deciding which goals are active and which are just options. In addition, some 

goals may only be valid in specific contexts determined by the agent’s beliefs. When the 

context of a goal is invalid, it will be suspended until the context is valid again. 

 

Figure 2-4 Goal lifecycle [28] 
 

Furthermore, there are four types of goals: perform goal, achieve goal, query goal, 

and maintenance goal, which extend the general lifecycle and exhibit different behavior with 

regard to their processing, in JADEX. A perform goal is directly related to the execution of 

actions. The goal thereupon is considered to be reached, when some actions have been 

executed, regardless of the outcome of these actions. An achieve goal is a goal in the 

traditional sense, which defines a desired world state without specifying how to reach it. An 

agent may try several different alternative plans, to achieve a goal of this type. A query goal 

is similar to an achieve goal; however, the desired state is not a state of the outside world, but 

an internal state of the agent, regarding the availability of some information the agent wants 

to know about. The last type of the goals is maintenance goal. An agent keeps track of a 
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desired state, and will continuously execute appropriate plans to re-establish this maintained 

state whenever needed.  

Plans: They represent the behavioral elements of an agent and are composed of a 

head and a body part. The plan head specification is similar to other BDI systems and mainly 

specifies the circumstances under which a plan may be selected, for example, by stating 

events or goals handled by the plan and preconditions for the execution of the plan. 

Additionally, in the plan head a context condition can be stated that must be true for the plan 

to continue executing. The plan body provides a predefined course of action, given in a 

procedural language. This progress of action is to be executed by the agent, when the plan is 

selected for execution, and may contain actions provided by the system API, such as sending 

messages, manipulating beliefs, creating sub-goals, and so on. 

Capabilities: They represent a grouping mechanism for the elements of a BDI agent, 

such as beliefs, goals, plans, and events. In this way, closely related elements can be put 

together into a reusable module, which encapsulates certain functionality like for interaction 

with a FIPA directory facilitator. The enclosing capability of an element represents its scope, 

and an element only has access to elements of the same scope, for instance, plans may only 

access beliefs or handle goals or events of the same capability. To connect different 

capabilities, flexible import / export mechanisms can be used that define the external 

interface of the capability, for example, beliefs or goals visible to the outside. 
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2.3.3 Reasoning Mechanism in JADEX 

As we mentioned in Chapter 1.2, a real-time reasoning mechanism is very important that an 

agent can accomplish complex tasks rationally or a group of agents can work together 

effectively in distributed and dynamic environments. 

According to the theory of human practical reasoning [4], rational agents have an 

explicit representation of their environment sometimes called world model and of the 

objectives they are trying to achieve. Rationality means that the agent will always perform 

the most promising actions based on the knowledge about itself and the world to achieve its 

objectives. As it usually does not know all of the effects of an action in advance, it has to 

deliberate about the available options, for example, a game playing agent may choose 

between a safe action and a risky action which has a higher reward in case of success. To 

realize rational agents, the internal structure of an agent and thereupon its capability of 

choosing a course of action are based on mental attitudes. The advantage of using mental 

attitudes in the design and realization of agents and multi-agent systems is the natural 

(human-like) modeling and the high abstraction level, which simplifies the understanding of 

systems [30] [31].  

Reasoning in JADEX is a process consisting of two interleaved components as shown 

in Figure 2-5 on the next page. On the one hand, the agent reacts to incoming messages, 

internal events and goals by selecting and executing plans (means-end reasoning). On the 

other hand, the agent continuously deliberates about its current goals, to decide about a 

consistent subset, which should be pursued. The beliefs, goals and plans of the agent are 
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which is done by matching the message against event templates defined in the event-base of 

each capability. The best matching template is then used to create an appropriate event in the 

scope of the capability. In either case, the created event is subsequently added to the agent’s 

global event list. The dispatcher is responsible for selecting applicable plans for the events 

from the event list. This is done in two steps: First, a list of applicable plans is generated by 

matching the event against the plan heads as defined in the plan-base of each capability, 

whereby only those capabilities have to be considered, where the event is visible. The second 

step is to select a subset of the applicable plans for execution. Regarding this step several 

important questions arise, such as if all of the applicable plans should be executed 

concurrently, or if the event is posted to another plan if the first plan fails [29]. The decision 

of which plan to execute is called meta-level reasoning and may be as simple as selecting the 

first plan from the list, or as complicated as finding and executing meta-plans for the decision. 

JADEX provides flexible settings to influence this event processing individually for event 

types and instances. As a default, messages are posted to only one single plan, while for 

goals, many plans are executed sequentially until the goal is reached or finally failed, when 

no more plans are applicable. Internal events are posted to all plans at once, as they are 

considered only as a change notification and no return value is expected from executed plans. 

After plans have been selected, they are placed in the ready list, waiting for execution. The 

execution of plans is performed by a scheduler, which selects the plans from the ready list. 

Plans are executed step-by-step, whereby the length of plan step depends on the context, and 

not only on the plan itself. A plan is executed only until it waits explicitly or significantly 
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affects the internal state of the agent like by creating or dropping a goal. Internal state 

changes can be caused directly or through side effects, for example, when a belief change 

triggers the creation condition of a goal. After the plan waits or is interrupted, the state of the 

agent can be properly updated, for example, a newly created goal might lead to other plans 

being scheduled. 

 

2.3.4 Standard Compliance in JADEX 

In JADEX, FIPA-compliance is achieved through the JADE platform, which provides 

sophisticated implementations of all important FIPA specifications. 

JADEX is realized on top of the JADE platform. It not only supports BDI agents, but 

also provides interoperability with agents based on other models. Agents realized using the 

conventional JADE programming techniques can be executed directly together with JADEX 

agents running on the same platform. Interoperability with other kinds of agents is 

straightforward as long as those agents adhere to the FIPA standard, for example, in an 

example application, JADEX agents have been successfully connected to agents running on 

the CAPA platform, which provides a petri-net based computation model for agents [35]. 

Thus, although JADEX is designed to be used with JADE, it can be easily integrated with 

other FIPA-compliant agent platforms such as CAPA, which provides a similar interface for 

message handling. It is also possible to use JADEX in conjunction with other middleware 

environments such as J2EE or .NET, when FIPA-compliance is not needed. Last but not the 

less, to support mobile technology, a port of JADEX is also available in a Micro-Agents 
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which can be distributed on J2ME or Android platform. All kinds of tools and libraries with a 

Java API can easily be used to provide additional features.  

 

2.3.5 Implementation in JADEX 

JADEX is neither based on a new agent programming language nor does it employ or revise 

an existing one. Instead, a hybrid approach is chosen where it distinguishes explicitly 

between the language used for static agent type specification and the language for defining 

the dynamic agent behavior. According to this distinction, a JADEX agent consists of two 

components: an agent definition file (ADF) for the specification of beliefs, goals and plans as 

well as their initial values and on the other hand procedural plan code (see Figure 6-4). For 

defining ADFs, an XML language is used that follows the Jadex BDI meta-model specified 

in XML Schema. The XML structure specification is augmented by a declarative expression 

language, like for specifying goal-conditions. The procedural part of plans (the plan bodies) 

are realized in an ordinary programming language (Java) and have access to the BDI 

facilities of an agent through an application program interface (API) [32]. 

The realization of BDI-agent (as described in Chapter 2.3.2) on implementation level 

is detailed as the following: 

  Beliefs: they are implemented in an object-oriented way allowing arbitrary Java 

objects being stored as facts. Like all elements of a capability, beliefs and belief sets can be 

supplied with a name, a description text and an exported flag. Exporting an element makes it 

accessible from the exterior scope (respectively a capability or an agent) and is turned off by 
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default. For beliefs and belief sets, the Java class for facts must be defined. Moreover, the 

type-relevant information, initial fact data can also be supplied for configuring an agent’s 

mental state at creation time. The value of a fact has to be stated in the expression language 

and can be declared as static or dynamic, whereby dynamic facts are useful, like for 

representing values continuously sensed from an environment or time-relevant aspects. Re-

calculation of such dynamic facts occurs on access and additionally in fixed time intervals 

using the update rate. At runtime, beliefs and belief sets are accessible from within plans via 

operations on the belief-base and additionally by issuing OQL-like queries [32]. 

Plans: the declaration of plans in JADEX is very similar to other PRS-like systems 

and requires the specification of the plan heads describing the circumstances under which a 

plan is applicable in the ADF. As plan trigger, internal events, messages, and goals, as well 

as a belief state condition (for data driven plans) can be provided. The pre- and context 

condition of a plan can be specified as Boolean expressions. To facilitate goal achievement 

with plans, it is sometimes advantageous to create several different parameterized plan 

instances of a plan type and try them one after another until a plan succeeds. For this purpose, 

binding parameters can be specified and used for plan configuration. Furthermore, the 

selection of which plan is executed in response to an occurring trigger can be adjusted by 

setting a priority value. As part of the initial mental state of an agent, it can be further 

declared whether a plan is instantiated when the agent is created (using the instant flag). The 

plan body needs to be supplied as expression for the creation of a suitable plan instance. 

There are two different types of plan bodies (standard and mobile), which both require a Java 
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class to be implemented. Mobile plan bodies have several disadvantages compared to the 

standard versions, but nonetheless make sense in mobile scenarios as agent migration is 

provided. The skeleton of an application plan is as shown in Figure 2-6 below.  

 

Figure 2-6 Plan Skeleton [32] 
 

Mandatory is only the extension of a corresponding framework class (Plan) and the 

implementation of the abstract body() method, in which the domain-specific plan behavior 

can be placed. In addition, three other methods exist that optionally can be implemented. 

These methods are called when plan processing has finished according to the plans final state. 

The passed() method is called when the body method completes, whereas the failed() method 

is invoked when an unmatched exception is thrown within the body() method. Finally, the 

aborted() method is called, when plan processing was interrupted from outside. Two different 

abort cases can be distinguished, either when the corresponding goal succeeds before the plan 

is finished or when the plans root goal is dropped. The specification of a JADEX agent and 

beliefs and plans is shown in Figure 2-7. 
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Figure 2-7 Specification of JADEX Agent (Beliefs and Plans) [32] 
 

  Goals: as described earlier, there are four distinguished goal types. All these goal 

types are based on the generic life cycle and hence exhibit many common properties that are 

summarized in an abstract base goal type as shown in Figure 2-8. 

 

Figure 2-8 Specification of Goals [32] 
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According to the lifecycle, creation, drop and context conditions can be specified as 

Boolean expressions. Customization of goal types can be further achieved by defining named 

in-, out- and inout- parameters that are used to transfer information between a goal’s 

originator and its processing plans. In addition, binding parameters can be used for 

generating one goal instance for every possible binding. The runtime processing of goals can 

be refined using the various BDI-flags, which inter alia control if a goal is retried when a 

plan fails (retry), if meta-level reasoning is used and if applicable plans are tried sequentially 

or in parallel (post-to-all) [32]. 

From the abstract goal type, all concrete types are derived. The simplest one being the 

perform goal used for executing (possibly repeatedly) certain actions, which does not require 

extra specification data. An achieve goal extends this abstract goal type and adds support for 

the specification of a target and a failure condition. The target condition is used for 

describing the world state this goal seeks to bring about as a Boolean expression. Similarly, a 

Boolean failure condition has the purpose to abort goal processing in case its achievement 

has become impossible. The query goal provides the same kind of conditions, but exhibits a 

slightly different behavior in that it is used for information retrieval purposes. 

What’s more, most complex behavior is exposed by the maintenance goal type, which 

is used to monitor a specific world state (maintain condition) and automatically tries to 

reestablish this state whenever it becomes invalid. A Boolean target condition can be used to 

refine the state that is tried to be restored. Maintenance goals are not dropped when they are 

achieved once, but remain inactive until the monitored state is violated again. Also, a 
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maintenance goal can be configured to retry re-establishment in certain time intervals, when 

it has failed for some reason.  

After all, parameterized initial goals can be possibly declared that will be created 

when the agent is born. At runtime, goal instances can be created from within plans by 

referring to their type name. Typically, some parameter values need to be supplied before a 

goal can be dispatched as top-level goal or as sub-goal of the current plan. 

 

2.3.6 Summary 

The overall goal of using JADEX is to provide a BDI agent platform and a sophisticated 

reasoning engine for building the software framework of arbitrary complex CPSs. Thus, the 

primary goal of this work is to facilitate a smooth transition from agent-oriented development 

to a CPSs’ challenge-oriented software approach.  

On one hand, this can be achieved by resorting to established techniques wherever 

possible, for example, JADEX is built on Java and XML, which are common and easily 

useable in engineering. On the other, we can continue to operate in a familiar environment. 

As the architect only has to create Java and XML files, existing development environments 

such as Netbeans and Eclipse can be used to develop Jadex agents [32]. In recent editions of 

these environments, features such as on-the-fly checking and auto-completion not only apply 

to Java coding but can also easily be adopted for XML ADF creation [33], thereupon offering 

extensive support for further development and integration with other state-of-the-art 

technologies, like, GPU computing. Last but not the least, JADEX provides advanced 
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software engineering features, such as reusability and consistency checking. The capability 

concept allows encapsulating agent functionality into a reusable module while maintaining 

the abstraction level of BDI elements. The explicit specification and strong typing of beliefs, 

goals, etc. facilitates consistency checks of ADFs to detect errors as early as possible. 
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3 GPU Computing 

 
GPGPU or GPU computing is the utilization of graphics processing units to do general 

purpose scientific and engineering computing. The model for GPU computing is to use a 

CPU and GPU together in a heterogeneous co-processing computing model. The sequential 

part of the application runs on the CPU and the computationally-intensive part is accelerated 

by the GPU. From the user’s perspective, the application just runs faster because it is using 

the high-performance of the GPU to boost performance. 

 

Figure 3-1 CPU V.S. GPU [46] 

 

The GPU has evolved over the years to have teraflops of floating point performance. 

NVIDIA revolutionized the GPGPU and accelerated computing world in 2006-2007 by 

introducing its new massively parallel architecture called “CUDA”. The CUDA architecture 

consists of 100s of processor cores that operate together to crunch through the data set in the 
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application. The success of GPGPUs in the past few years has been the ease of programming 

of the associated CUDA parallel programming model. In this programming model, the 

application developer modifies their application to take the compute-intensive kernels and 

map them to the GPU. The rest of the application remains on the CPU. Mapping a function to 

the GPU involves rewriting the function to expose the parallelism in the function and adding 

“C” keywords to move data to and from the GPU. The developer is tasked with launching 

10s of 1000s of threads simultaneously. The GPU hardware manages the threads and does 

thread scheduling. 

 

3.1 Compute Unified Device Architecture 

There was a time in the not-so-distant past when parallel computing was looked upon as an 

“exotic” pursuit and typically got compartmentalized as a specialty within the field of 

computer science. This perception has changed in profound ways in recent years. The 

computing world has shifted to the point where, far from being an esoteric pursuit, nearly 

every aspiring programmer needs training in parallel programming to be fully effective in 

computer science. The parallel computing revolution has already happened, and the 

importance of parallel programming in the computing world today and the increasingly large 

role it will play in the years to come have been shown by GUGPU [37]. 
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3.1.1 Parallel Computing 

In recent years, the computing industry has been widely shifted to parallel computing. 

Almost all consumer computers in 2010s will ship with multi-core central processors. From 

the introduction of dual-core, low-end tablets to 8- and 16-core workstation computers, no 

longer will parallel computing be relegated to exotic supercomputers or mainframes. 

Moreover, mobile devices such as mobile phones and portable tablet have begun to 

incorporate parallel computing capabilities in an effort to provide functionality well beyond 

those of their predecessors. Furthermore, software developers need to deal with a variety of 

parallel computing platforms and technologies in order to provide enough experiences for an 

increasingly sophisticated base of users. Command prompts are out; multithreaded graphical 

interfaces are in. Mobile phones that only make calls are out; smart phones that can 

simultaneously play music, browse the Web, and provide GPS services are in [34]. 

 

3.1.2  CPUs 

For almost 30 years, one of the important methods for the improving the performance of 

consumer computing devices has been to increase the speed of processor’s clock rate. 

Starting with the first personal computers of the early 1980s, consumer central processing 

units (CPUs) ran with internal clocks operating around 1MHz. In 2000s, most desktop 

processors have clock speeds between 1GHz and 4GHz, almost 1,000 times faster than the 

rate on the original personal computer. Although increasing the CPU clock speed is certainly 
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not the only method by which computing performance has been improved, it has always been 

a reliable source for improved performance.  

In recent years, however, manufacturers have been forced to look for alternatives to 

this traditional source of increased computational power. Because of various fundamental 

limitations in the fabrication of integrated circuits, it is no longer feasible to rely on upward-

spiraling processor clock speeds as a means for extracting additional power from existing 

architectures. Since power and heat restrictions as well as a rapidly approaching physical are 

limited to transistor size, researchers and manufacturers have begun to look elsewhere. 

Outside the world of consumer computing, supercomputers have extracted massive 

performance gains using similar method for decades. The performance of a processor used in 

a supercomputer has climbed voluminously, similar to the improvements in the personal 

computer (PC). Nevertheless, in addition to dramatic improvements in the performance of a 

single processor, supercomputer researchers have also extracted massive leaps in 

performance by constantly increasing the number of processors. It is inconvenient for the 

fastest supercomputers to have tens or hundreds of thousands of processor cores working in 

series.  

In the search for additional processing solutions for PC, the improvement in 

supercomputers raises a very good question: Rather than singly looking for increasing the 

performance of a single processing core, why not put more than one in a PC? In this way, PC 

could continue to improve in performance without the need for continuing increases in 

processor clock speed. In 2005, faced with an increasingly competitive marketplace and few 
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alternatives, Intel began offering processors with two computing cores instead of one. Over 

about 6 years, they followed this development with the release of three-, four-, six-, and 

eight-core central processor units. Sometimes referred to as the multi-core revolution, this 

trend has marked a huge shift in the evolution of the consumer computing market. At present, 

leading CPU manufacturers have already announced plans for 12- and 16-core CPUs, further 

confirming that parallel computing has arrived for good [35] [36]. 

 

3.1.3 GPU Computing 

In comparison to the central processor’s traditional data processing pipeline, performing 

general-purpose computations on a GPU is a new concept. In fact, the GPU itself is relatively 

new compared to the computing field at large. Nevertheless, the idea of computing on 

graphics processors is not novel. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the growth in popularity 

of graphically driven operating systems such as Microsoft Windows helped create a market 

for a new type of processor. In the early 1990s, consumer began purchasing 2D display 

accelerators for their PCs. These display accelerators offered hardware-assisted bitmap 

operations to assist in the display and usability of graphical operating systems [37]. About 

the same time, in the world of professional computing, a company, Silicon Graphics, spent 

the 1980s popularizing the use of three-dimensional graphics in a variety of markets, 

including government and defense applications and scientific and technical visualization, as 

well as providing the tools to create stunning cinematic effects. In 1992, Silicon Graphics 

opened the programming interface to its hardware by releasing the OpenGL library. Silicon 
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Graphics intended OpenGL to be used as a standardized, platform-independent method for 

writing 3D graphics applications. As with parallel processing and CPUs, it would only be a 

matter of time before the technologies found their way into consumer applications [39]. After, 

companies such as NVIDIA, ATI Technologies, and 3dfx Interactive began releasing 

graphics accelerators that were affordable enough to attract widespread attention.  

In 2001, from a parallel-computing standpoint, NVIDIA’s release of the GeForce 3 

series represents arguably the most important breakthrough in GPU technology. The GeForce 

3 series was the computing industry’s first chip to implement Microsoft’s then-new DirectX 

8.0 standard. This standard required that compliant hardware contain both programmable 

vertex and programmable pixel shading stages. For the first time, developers had some 

control over the exact computations that would be performed on their GPUs [38]. The release 

of GPUs that possessed programmable pipelines attracted many researchers to the possibility 

of using graphics hardware for more than simply OpenGL-based or DirectX-based rendering. 

The general approach in the early days of GPU computing was very complicated. Since 

standard graphics APIs such as OpenGL and DirectX were still the only way to interact with 

a GPU, any attempt to perform arbitrary computations on a GPU would still be subject to the 

constraints of programming within a graphics API. Because of this, researchers explored 

general-purpose computation through graphics APIs by trying to make their problems appear 

to the GPU to be traditional rendering.  

In the early 2000s, GPUs were designed to produce a color for every pixel on the 

screen using programmable arithmetic units known as pixel shaders. In general, a pixel 
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shader uses its two-dimension position on the screen as well as some additional information 

to combine various inputs in computing a final color. The additional information could be 

input colors, texture coordinates, or other attributes that would be passed to the shader when 

it ran. However, since the arithmetic being performed on the input colors and textures was 

completely controlled by the programmer, researchers observed that these input “colors” 

could actually be any data. Therefore, if the inputs were actually numerical data signifying 

something other than color, programmers could then program the pixel shaders to perform 

arbitrary computations on this data. The results would be handed back to the GPU as the final 

pixel “color”, although the colors would simply be the result of whatever computations the 

programmer had instructed the GPU to perform on their inputs. This data could be read back 

by the researchers, and the GPU would never be the wiser. Basically, the GPU was being 

tricked into performing non-rendering tasks by making those tasks appear as if they were a 

standard rendering. This trickery was very clever but also very convoluted. Because of the 

high arithmetic throughput of GPUs, initial results from these experiments promised a bright 

future for GPU computing. Nevertheless, the programming model was still far too restrictive 

for any critical mass of developers to form. There were tight resource constraints, since 

programs could receive input data only from a handful of input colors and a handful of 

texture units. There were serious limitations on how and where the programmer could write 

results to memory, thereupon algorithms requiring the ability to write to arbitrary locations in 

memory could not run on a GPU [39]. Moreover, it was nearly impossible to predict how 

your particular GPU would deal with floating-point data, if it handled floating-point data at 
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all, most scientific computations thus would be unable to use a GPU. Finally, when the 

program inevitably computed the incorrect results, failed to terminate, or simply hung the 

machine, there existed no reasonably good method to debug any code that was being 

executed on the GPU [40].  

As if the limitations weren’t severe enough, anyone who still wanted to use a GPU to 

perform general-purpose computations would need to learn OpenGL or DirectX since these 

remained the only means by which one could interact with a GPU. Not only did this mean 

storing data in graphics textures and executing computations by calling OpenGL or DirectX 

functions, but it meant writing the computations themselves in special graphics-only 

programming languages known as shading languages. If researchers want to both deal with 

severe resource and programming restrictions as well as to learn computer graphics and 

shading languages before attempting to harness the computing power of GPU, they must 

encounter a huge hurdle for wide acceptance [40]. 

 

3.1.4 CUDA 

It would not be until five years after the release of the GeForce 3 series that GPU computing 

would be ready for prime time. In November 2006, NVIDIA released the first DirectX 10 

GPU, the GeForce 8800 GTX. The GeForce 8800 GTX was also the first GPU to be built 

with NVIDIA’s CUDA which included several new components designed strictly for GPU 

computing and aimed to alleviate many of the limitations that prevented previous graphics 

processors from being legitimately useful for general-purpose computation. Unlike previous 
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generations that allocated computing resources into vertex and pixel shaders, the CUDA 

included a unified shader pipeline, allowing each and every arithmetic logic unit (ALU) on 

the chip to be marshaled by a program intending to perform general-purpose computations. 

Since NVIDIA intended this new family of graphics processors to be used for general-

purpose computing, these ALUs were built to comply with IEEE requirements for single-

precision floating-point arithmetic and were designed to use an instruction set tailored for 

general computation rather than specifically for graphics. Furthermore, the execution units on 

the GPU were allowed arbitrary reads and writes access to memory as well as access to a 

software-managed cache known as shared memory. All of these features of the CUDA were 

added in order to create a GPU that would be outstanding for computation in addition to 

performing well at traditional graphics tasks [38]. 

Furthermore, the effort by NVIDIA to provide consumers with a product for both 

computation and graphics could not stop at producing hardware incorporating the CUDA. 

Regardless of how many features NVIDIA added to its chips to facilitate computing, there 

continued to be no way to access these features without using OpenGL or DirectX. Not only 

would this have required users to continue to disguise their computations as graphics 

problems, but they would have needed to continue writing their computations in a graphics-

oriented shading language such as OpenGL’s GLSL or Microsoft’s HLSL. To reach the 

maximum number of developers possible, NVIDIA took industry-standard C and added a 

relatively small number of keywords in order to realize some special features of the CUDA. 

A few months after the launch of the GeForce 8800 GTX, NVIDIA made public a compiler 
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for this language, CUDA C. And with that, CUDA C became the first language specifically 

designed by a GPU company to facilitate general-purpose computing on GPUs. In addition to 

creating a language to write code for the GPU, NVIDIA also provides a specialized hardware 

driver to exploit the CUDA Architecture’s massive computational power. Users are no longer 

required to have any knowledge of the OpenGL or DirectX graphics programming interfaces, 

nor are they required to force their problem to look like a computer graphics task [40]. 

 
3.2 Parallel Computing with CUDA 

Only a few years, GPU has developed into a highly parallel, multithreaded, many core 

processor with tremendous computational horsepower and very high memory bandwidth as 

an absolute computing workhorse, as illustrated in Figure 3-2 on the next page. 
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Figure 3-2 Floating-Point Operations per Second and Memory Bandwidth for 
the CPU and GPU [41] 
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The main reason of this evolution is that the GPU is specialized for compute-

intensive, highly parallel computation. Therefore, it is designed with more transistors that are 

devoted to data processing rather than data caching and flow control, as shown in Figure 3-3. 

 

Figure 3-3 More Transistors to Data Processing [39] 
 

As seen from the figure, it is obvious that the GPU is especially well-suited to address 

problems that can be expressed as data-parallel computations which the same program is 

executed on many data elements in parallel with high arithmetic intensity as well as the ratio 

of arithmetic operations to memory operations. Since the same program is executed for each 

data element, there is a lower requirement for complicated flow control, and also because it is 

executed on many data elements and has high arithmetic intensity, the memory access 

latency can be hidden with calculations instead of big data caches [45]. Data-parallel 

processing maps data elements to parallel processing threads. Many applications that process 

large data sets can use a data-parallel programming model to speed up the computations. In 

3D rendering, large sets of pixels and vertices are mapped to parallel threads. Similarly, 

image and media processing applications such as post-processing of rendered images, image 
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3-5. This means the program can read and write data at any location in DRAM, just like on a 

CPU. 

 

Figure 3-5 Memory Operations [40] 

In addition, it features a parallel data cache, which is a share memory with very fast 

general read and write access, where threads use to share data with each other. As shown in 

Figure 3-6, applications can take advantage of it by minimizing over-fetch and round-trips to 

DRAM and thereupon becoming less dependent on DRAM memory bandwidth. 
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Figure 3-6 Parallel Data Cache [40] 
 
 
3.2.1 Parallel Programming Model 

Although Multi-core CPUs and many-core GPUs are parallel systems, they continue to scale 

with Moore’s law. The challenge is how to develop application that transparently scales its 

parallelism to leverage the increasing number of processor cores. The CUDA parallel 

programming model is designed to overcome this challenge with three key abstractions, a 

hierarchy of thread groups, shared memories, and barrier synchronization, which are simply 

exposed to the programmer as a minimal set of language extensions [46].  
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These abstractions provide fine-grained data parallelism and thread parallelism, 

nested within coarse-grained data parallelism and task parallelism. They guide the 

programmer to partition the problem into coarse sub-problems that can be solved 

independently in parallel by blocks of threads, and each sub-problem into finer pieces that 

can be solved cooperatively in parallel by all threads within the block. This decomposition 

preserves language expressivity by allowing threads to cooperate when solving each sub-

problem, and at the same time enables automatic scalability. Indeed, each block of threads 

can be scheduled on any of the available processor cores, in any order, concurrently or 

sequentially, so that a compiled CUDA program can execute on any number of processor 

cores as shown in Figure 3-7, and only the runtime system needs to know the physical 

processor count.  

 

Figure 3-7 Automatic Scalability [41] 
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3.2.2 Kernels 

In the CUDA, a program is divided into two parts: host side and device side or co-

processor. Host side is executed on the CPU, but device side is executed on the GPU with 

capability of executing a very high number of threads in parallel. Device side is also known 

as kernels which are functions compiled to the instruction set of the device and the resulting 

program, as many different threads. Both the host side and the device side maintain their own 

DRAM, referred to as host memory and device memory, individually, but they can copy data 

from each other through optimized API calls that utilize the device’s high-performance 

Direct Memory Access (DMA) engines [46]. 

A kernel is defined using the __global__ declaration specifier and is executed N times 

in parallel by N different CUDA threads. Each thread that executes the kernel is given a 

unique thread ID that is accessible within the kernel through the built-in threadIdx variable. 

As an illustration, the following sample code adds two vectors X and Y of size N and stores 

the result into vector Z:  

int main ( ) {   

// Kernel invocation with N threads  

VecAdd<<<1, N>>>(X, Y, Z);   

}  

// Kernel definition  

__global__ void VecAdd (float* X, float* Y, float* Z) {  

int i = threadIdx.x;  

Z[i] = X[i] + Y[i];  

}  

In the code, each of the N threads that execute VecAdd() performs one pair-wise addition. 
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3.2.3 Thread Model  

A thread block is a batch of threads that can cooperate together by efficiently sharing data 

through some fast shared memory and synchronizing their execution to coordinate memory 

accesses. Each thread is identified by its thread ID, which is the thread number within the 

block. To help with complex addressing based on the thread ID, an application can also 

specify a block as a two- or three-dimensional array of arbitrary size and identify each thread 

using a 2- or 3-component index instead. Moreover, the index of a thread and its thread ID 

relate to each other in a straightforward way: For a one-dimensional block, they are the same; 

for a two-dimensional block of size (Dx, Dy), the thread ID of a thread of index    (x, y) is (x 

+ y Dx); for a three-dimensional block of size (Dx, Dy, Dz), the thread ID of a thread of 

index (x, y, z) is (x + y Dx + z Dx Dy). For example, the following code adds two matrices X 

and Y of size N by N and stores the result into matrix Z: 

int main ( ) {  

// Kernel invocation with one block of N * N * 1 threads  

int numBlocks = 1;  

dim3 threadsPerBlock (N, N);  

MatAdd<<<numBlocks,  threadsPerBlock>>>(X, Y, Z);  

} 

// Kernel definition  

__global__ void MatAdd(float X[N][N], float Y[N][N], float Z[N][N]) {  

int i = threadIdx.x;  int j = threadIdx.y;  

Z[i][j] = X[i][j] + Y[i][j];  

}  
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There is a limitation to the number of threads per block, since all threads of a block 

are expected to reside on the same processor core and must share the limited memory 

resources of that core. The maximum number of threads a thread block may contain is 1024 

on the latest GPU; however, a kernel can be executed by multiple equally-shaped thread 

blocks, so that the total number of threads is equal to the number of threads per block times 

the number of blocks. Blocks can be organized into a one-dimensional or two-dimensional 

grid of thread blocks as shown in Figure 3-8.  

 

Figure 3-8 Thread Batching [47] 
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The number of thread blocks in a grid is usually dictated by the size of the data being 

processed or the number of processors in the system, which it can greatly exceed. This comes 

at the expense of reduced thread cooperation, because threads in different thread blocks from 

the same grid cannot communicate and synchronize with each other. This thread batching 

allows kernels to efficiently run without recompilation on various devices with different 

parallel capabilities: A device may run all the blocks of a grid sequentially if it has very few 

parallel capabilities or in parallel if it has a lot of parallel capabilities, or usually a 

combination of both [47].  

Each block is identified by its block ID, which is the block number within the grid. 

To help with complex addressing based on the block ID, an application can also specify a 

grid as a two-dimensional array of arbitrary size and identify each block using a 2-component 

index instead. For a two-dimensional block of size (Dx, Dy), the block ID of a block of index 

(x, y) is (x + y Dx).  

 

3.2.4 Memory Model  

CUDA threads may access data from multiple memory spaces during their execution on the 

device as shown in Figure 3-9 on the next page. Each thread has private local memory. Each 

thread block has shared memory visible to all threads of the block and with the same lifetime 

as the block. All threads have access to the same global memory.  
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Figure 3-9 Memory Model [47] 
 

Also, there are two additional read-only memory spaces accessible by all threads: the 

constant and texture memory spaces. The global, constant, and texture memory spaces are 

optimized for different memory usages. Texture memory also offers different addressing 

modes, as well as data filtering, for some specific data. The global, constant, and texture 

memory spaces are persistent across kernel launches by the same application [46]. 

All in all, the CUDA threads execute on the device side that operates as a co-

processor to the host side running the program. It means serial code executes on the CPU 
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while parallel code executes on the GPU as shown in Figure 3-10 on the next page. 

Furthermore, both the host side and the device side maintain their own separate memory 

spaces in DRAM, referred to as host memory and device memory, individually. Thus, a 

program manages the global, constant, and texture memory spaces visible to kernels through 

calls to the CUDA runtime. This includes device memory allocation and reallocation as well 

as data transfer between host and device memory.  
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Figure 3-10 Program Execution Model [47] 
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3.2.5 Hardware Distinctions 

The primary distinctions between CPU and GPU with respect to parallel programming in 

thread and memory are as following:  

Thread resources: Execution pipelines on CPU systems can support a limited number of 

concurrent threads. For example, four quad-core processors can run only 16 threads 

concurrently. Comparatively, the smallest executable unit of parallelism on a CUDA device 

comprises 32 threads (a warp).  

Threads: Threads on a CPU are generally heavyweight entities. The operating system must 

swap threads on and off of CPU execution channels to provide multithreading capability. 

Therefore, context switches are slow and expensive. Comparatively, threads on a GPU are 

extremely lightweight. Typically, thousands of threads are queued up for work. If the GPU 

must wait on one warp of threads, it simply begins executing work on another. Since separate 

registers are allocated to all active threads, no swapping of registers or state need occur 

between GPU threads. Resources stay allocated to each thread until it completes its execution.  

RAM: Both the host side and the device side have RAM. On the host side, RAM is generally 

equally accessible to all code (within the limitations enforced by the operating system). On 

the device side, RAM is divided virtually and physically into different types, each of which 

has a special purpose and fulfills different needs.  
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3.2.6 Programming on a CUDA-Enabled Device 

Considering the differences between the host side and the device side, it is important to 

separate the application software so that to make sure both sides are doing the work they do 

best. In order to integrate JADEX with CUDA consistently and efficiently for our proposed 

software framework, the following approaches are considered when determining what parts 

should run on the device side:  

1) The device side is ideally suited for computations that can be run on numerous data 

elements simultaneously in parallel. This typically involves arithmetic on large data sets 

(such as matrices of agents’ messages) where the same operation can be performed across 

thousands, if not millions, of elements at the same time. This is a requirement for good 

performance on CUDA: the software must use a large number of threads. The support for 

running numerous threads in parallel derives from the CUDA’s lightweight threads 

model.  

 

2) There must be some coherence in memory access by device code. Certain memory access 

patterns enable the GPU to unite groups of reads or writes of multiple data items into one 

operation. Data that cannot be laid out so as to enable groups or doesn’t have enough 

space will not enjoy much of a performance benefit when used in computations on 

CUDA. Since the host and device codes execute in two different memory spaces, the host 

code must include special calls for host-to-device and device-to-host data transfers. The 
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sequence of steps involved in a typical CUDA kernel invocation is as shown in Figure 3-

11. 

 

Figure 3-11 CUDA Kernel Invocation [45] 
 
 
3) Data values must be transferred from the host side to the device side along the PCI 

Express (PCIe) bus. These transfers are costly in terms of performance and should be 

minimized. The complexity of operations should justify the cost of moving data to and 

from the device. JADEX agent code that transfers data for brief use by a small number of 

threads will see little or no performance benefit. The ideal scenario is one in which many 

threads perform a substantial amount of work. For example, transferring two matrices of 

the data of agents’ auction to the device to perform a matrix addition and then 

transferring the results back to the host will not realize much performance benefit, since 

the number of operations performed per data element transferred. For the preceding 
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procedure, assuming matrices of size N by N, there are N2 operations (additions) and 

3N2 elements transferred, so the ratio of operations to elements transferred is 1:3 or 

operation once O(1). Nevertheless, the performance benefit can be more lightly achieved 

when this ratio is higher. For example, a matrix multiplication of the same matrices 

requires N3 operations (multiply-add), so the ratio of operations to elements transferred is 

O(N), in which case the larger the matrix the greater the performance benefit.  

 

4) Data should be kept on the device side as long as possible. Since data transfers should be 

minimized, programs that run multiple kernels on the same memory should keep leaving 

the data on the device side between kernel calls, rather than transferring intermediate 

results to the host side and then sending them back to the device side for subsequent 

calculations. Therefore, in the previous example, had the two matrices to be added 

already been on the device side as a result of some previous calculation, or if the results 

of the addition would be used in some subsequent calculation, the matrix addition should 

be performed locally on the device. This approach should be used even if one of the steps 

in a sequence of calculations could be performed faster on the host side. Even a relatively 

slow kernel may be advantageous if it avoids one or more PCIe transfers.  

 
 

The amount of performance benefit of JADEX agents running on CUDA depends totally 

on the extent to which it can be parallelized. As mentioned previously, agent that doesn’t 

need parallelism significantly should run on the host side, unless doing so would result in 
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excessive transfers between the host side and the device side. Amdahl’s law specifies the 

maximum speed-up that can be expected by parallelizing portions of a serial program. 

Essentially, it states that the maximum speed-up (S) of a program is:  

	 11  

, where P is the fraction of the total serial execution time taken by the portion of code that 

can be parallelized and N is the number of processors over which the parallel portion of the 

code runs.  

The larger N is (that is, the greater the number of processors), the smaller the P/N 

fraction. It can be simpler to view N as a very large number, which essentially transforms the 

equation into S = 1 / 1 P. Now, if ¾ of a program is parallelized, the maximum speed-up 

over serial code is 1 / (1 – ¾) = 4. For most purposes, the key point is that the greater P is, 

the greater the speed-up. An additional caveat is implicit in this equation, which is that if P is 

a small number, increasing N does little to improve performance. To get the largest lift, best 

practices suggest spending most effort on increasing P by maximizing the amount of code 

that can be parallelized [48]. 

 

3.2.7 Programming Interface 

Since JADEX is built on Java and XML, we choose a programming interface called JCUDA 

[72] that is written in Java to invoke CUDA kernels. Using this programming interface, we 

are able to write Java codes that directly call CUDA kernels without having to worry about 
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the details of bridging the Java runtime and CUDA runtime. The JCUDA implementation 

handles data transfers of primitives and multidimensional arrays of primitives between the 

host side and device side.  

The major appeal for enabling Java for high performance computing came from the 

Java Grande Forum (JGF) [49] that is a community initiative to promote the use of the Java 

platform for compute-intensive numerical applications. In the past years, the JGF mainly 

concentrated on two areas. One is numeric which focused on issues with using Java on a 

single CPU, such as complex arithmetic and multidimensional arrays. Another one is 

concurrency which concentrated on using Java for parallel and distributed computing. The 

JGF effort also included the development of benchmarks for measuring and comparing 

different Java execution environments, such as the JGF benchmark suite [3] [4]. The 

preliminary performance results of JCUDA on the JGF benchmarks show that JCUDA can 

deliver significant performance improvements to Java program with the speedups ranging 

from 7 times to 120 times using one CUDA-Enabled device, relative to CPU execution on a 

single thread.  

Furthermore, the JCUDA is designed to use CUDA via Java Native Interface (JNI). 

JNI is a Java’s foreign function interface for executing native C code, also played a major 

role in JGF projects, such as enabling Message Passing Interface (MPI) for Java [50]. In JNI, 

the programmer declares selected C functions as native external methods that can be invoked 

by a Java program. The native functions are assumed to have been separately compiled into 

host-specific binary code. After compiling the Java source files, the javah utility can be used 
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to generate C header files that contain stub interfaces for the native code. In JCUDA, it 

involves writing Java code and JNI stub code in C for execution on the host side, as well as 

CUDA code for execution on the device side. The stub code also needs to handle allocation 

and freeing of data in device memory, and data transfers between the host side and device 

side. The process is illustrated by Figure 3-12. 

 

Figure 3-12 JCUDA Work Process [72] 
 

Eventually, the JCUDA programming interface can be readily used for Java 

programming, especially for JADEX agent programming, to invoke CUDA kernels without 

having to worry about the details of JNI calls and data transfers between the host side and 

device side. The interface is able to generate all the necessary JNI glue code automatically 

and in addition to use it to handle data transfer before and after each kernel call.  
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3.3 Typical Applications of CUDA 

Since CUDA debuted in 2007, a variety of industries and applications have enjoyed a great 

deal of success by choosing to build applications in CUDA. These benefits often include 

orders-of-magnitude performance improvement over the previous state-of-the-art 

implementations. Applications running on NVIDIA graphics processors enjoy superior 

performance per dollar and performance per watt than implementations built exclusively on 

traditional central processing technologies. With millions of CUDA-enabled GPUs available 

on the consumer market, we can use CUDA to many fields, including image and video 

processing, computational biology and chemistry, fluid dynamics simulation, CT image 

reconstruction, seismic analysis, ray tracing, and so forth [41].  

 

3.3.1 Medical Imaging 

The number of people who have been affected by the tragedy of breast cancer has 

dramatically risen over the course of the past 20 years. Thanks in a large part to the tireless 

efforts of many, awareness and research into preventing and curing this terrible disease has 

similarly risen in recent years. Eventually, every case of breast cancer should be caught early 

enough to prevent the ravaging side effects of radiation and chemotherapy, the permanent 

reminders left by surgery, and the deadly consequences in cases that fail to respond to 

treatment. As a result, researchers share a strong desire to find fast, accurate, and minimally 

invasive ways to identify the early signs of breast cancer.  
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The mammogram, one of the current best techniques for the early detection of breast 

cancer, has several significant limitations. Two or more images need to be taken, and the film 

needs to be developed and read by a skilled doctor to identify potential tumors. Additionally, 

this X-ray procedure carries with it all the risks of repeatedly radiating a patient’s chest. After 

careful study, doctors often require further more specific imaging in an attempt to eliminate 

the possibility of cancer. These false positives incur expensive follow-up work and cause 

undue stress to the patient until final conclusions can be drawn. Since ultrasound imaging is 

safer than X-ray imaging, doctors often use it in conjunction with mammography to assist in 

breast cancer care and diagnosis. Neverthless, conventional breast ultrasound has its 

limitations as well. As a result, TechniScan Medical Systems was born. TechniScan has 

developed a promising, three-dimensional, ultrasound imaging method, but its solution had 

not been put into practice for a very simple reason: computation limitations. Simply put, 

converting the gathered ultrasound data into the three-dimensional imagery required 

computation considered prohibitively time-consuming and expensive for practical use [42]. 

The introduction of NVIDIA’s first GPU based on the CUDA provided a platform on 

which TechniScan could make the dreams of its founders come true. As the name indicates, 

its Svara ultrasound imaging system uses ultrasonic waves to image the patient’s chest. The 

TechniScan SvaraTM system relies on two NVIDIA Tesla C1060 processors in order to 

process the 35GB of data generated by a 15-minute scan as shown in Figure 3-13. Thanks to 

the computational horsepower of the Tesla C1060, within 20 minutes the doctor can 
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Figure 3-14 Computational Fluid Dynamics 
 

In the University of Cambridge, Graham Pullan and Tobias Brandvik of the “many-

core group” correctly identified the potential in NVIDIA’s CUDA to accelerate 

computational fluid dynamics unprecedented levels. Their initial investigations indicated that 

acceptable levels of performance could be delivered by GPU-powered, personal workstations. 

Later, the use of a small GPU cluster easily outperformed their much more costly 

supercomputers and further confirmed their suspicions that the capabilities of NVIDIA’s 

GPU matched extremely well with the problems they wanted to solve. For the researchers at 

Cambridge, the massive performance gains offered by CUDA C represent much more than a 

simple, incremental boost to their supercomputing resources. The availability of copious 

amounts of low-cost GPU computation empowered the Cambridge researchers to perform 

rapid experimentation. Receiving experimental results within seconds streamlined the 
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feedback process on which researchers rely in order to arrive at breakthroughs. As a result, 

the use of GPU clusters has fundamentally transformed the way they approach their research. 

Almost interactive simulation has unleashed new opportunities for innovation and creativity 

in a previously stifled field of research [43]. 

 

3.3.3 Environmental Science 

The increasing need for environmentally sound consumer goods has arisen as a natural 

consequence of the rapidly escalating industrialization of the global economy. Growing 

concerns over climate change, the spiraling prices of fuel, and the growing level of pollutants 

in our air and water have brought into sharp relief the collateral damage of such successful 

advances in industrial output. Detergents and cleaning agents have long been some of the 

most necessary yet potentially calamitous consumer products in regular use. As a result, 

many scientists have begun exploring methods for reducing the environmental impact of such 

detergents without reducing their efficacy. Gaining something for nothing can be a tricky 

proposition, however. The key components to cleaning agents are known as surfactants. 

Surfactant molecules determine the cleaning capacity and texture of detergents and shampoos, 

but they are often implicated as the most environmentally devastating component of cleaning 

products. These molecules attach themselves to dirt and then mix with water such that the 

surfactants can be rinsed away along with the dirt. Traditionally, measuring the cleaning 

value of a new surfactant would require extensive laboratory testing involving numerous 
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combinations of materials and impurities to be cleaned. This process, not surprisingly, can be 

very slow and expensive.  

 

Figure 3-15 Performance of CPUs vs GPUs 
 

Temple University has been working with industry leader Procter & Gamble to use 

molecular simulation of surfactant interactions with dirt, water, and other materials. The 

introduction of computer simulations serves not just to accelerate a traditional lab approach, 

but it extends the breadth of testing to numerous variants of environmental conditions, far 

more than could be practically tested in the past. Temple researchers utilized the GPU-

accelerated Highly Optimized Object-oriented Many-particle Dynamics (HOOMD) 

simulation software written by the Department of Energy’s Ames Laboratory. By splitting 

their simulation across two NVIDIA Tesla GPUs, they were able achieve equivalent 

performance to the 128 CPU cores of the Cray XT3 and to the 1024 CPUs of an IBM 
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BlueGene/L machine. By increasing the number of Tesla GPUs in their solution, they already 

simulated surfactant interactions at 16 times the performance of previous platforms, the 

results are shown in Figure 3-15. Since NVIDIA’s CUDA has reduced the time to complete 

such comprehensive simulations from several weeks to a few hours, the years to come should 

offer a dramatic rise in products that have both increased effectiveness and reduced 

environmental impact [44]. 

3.3.4 Summary 

Nowadays, it should be easy to find an appropriate GPU which has been built on the CUDA, 

because every NVIDIA GPU since the 2006 release of the GeForce 8800 has been CUDA-

enabled. While NVIDIA regularly releases new GPUs based on the CUDA, the following 

Table 3-1 can undoubtedly be only a partial list of CUDA-enabled GPUs. They are, 

nevertheless, all CUDA-capable. 

Table 3-1 CUDA-enabled GPSs 
 

Desktop  Mobile High Performance 
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GeForce GTX 480 
GeForce GTX 470 
GeForce GTX 295 
GeForce GTX 285 
GeForce GTX 280 
GeForce GTX 275 
GeForce GTX 260 
GeForce GTS 250 
GeForce GT 220 
GeForce G210 
GeForce GTS 150 
GeForce GT 130 
GeForce GT 120 
GeForce G100 
GeForce 9800 GX2 
GeForce 9800 GTX+ 
GeForce 9800 GTX 
GeForce 9800 GT 
GeForce 9600 GSO 
GeForce 9600 GT 
GeForce 9500 GT 
GeForce 9400GT 
GeForce 8800 Ultra 
GeForce 8800 GTX 
GeForce 8800 GTS 
GeForce 8800 GT 
GeForce 8800 GS 
GeForce 8600 GTS 
GeForce 8600 GT 
GeForce 8500 GT 
GeForce 8400 GS 
Quadro FX 5800 
Quadro FX 5600 
Quadro FX 4800 
Quadro FX 4600 
Quadro FX 3800 
Quadro FX 3700 
Quadro FX 1800 
Quadro FX 1700 
Quadro FX 580 
Quadro FX 570 

 
GeForce GTX 280M 
GeForce GTX 260M 
GeForce GTS 260M 
GeForce GTS 250M 
GeForce GTS 160M 
GeForce GTS 150M 
GeForce GT 240M 
GeForce GT 230M 
GeForce GT 130M 
GeForce G210M 
GeForce G110M 
GeForce G105M 
GeForce G102M 
GeForce 9800M GTX 
GeForce 9800M GT 
GeForce 9800M GTS 
GeForce 9800M GS 
GeForce 9700M GTS 
GeForce 9700M GT 
GeForce 9650M GS 
GeForce 9600M GT 
GeForce 9600M GS 
GeForce 9500M GS 
GeForce 9500M G 
GeForce 9300M GS 
GeForce 9300M G 
GeForce 9200M GS 
GeForce 9100M G 
GeForce 8800M GTS 
GeForce 8700M GT 
GeForce 8600M GT 
GeForce 8600M GS 
GeForce 8400M GT 
GeForce 8400M GS 
Quadro FX 3700M 
Quadro FX 3600M 
Quadro FX 2700M 
Quadro FX 1700M 
Quadro FX 1600M 
Quadro FX 770M 
Quadro FX 570M 

 
Tesla S2090 
Tesla M2090 
Tesla S2070 
Tesla M2070 
Tesla C2070 
Tesla S2050 
Tesla M2050 
Tesla C2050 
Tesla S1070 
Tesla C1060 
Tesla S870 
Tesla C870 
Tesla D870 
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Quadro FX 470 
Quadro FX 380 
Quadro FX 370 
Quadro CX 
Quadro NVS 450 
Quadro NVS 420 
Quadro NVS 295 
Quadro NVS 290 
Quadro Plex 2100 D4 
Quadro Plex 2200 D2 
Quadro Plex 2100 S4 

 

Quadro FX 370M 
Quadro FX 360M 
Quadro NVS 320M 
Quadro NVS 160M 
Quadro NVS 150M 
Quadro NVS 140M 
Quadro NVS 135M 
Quadro NVS 130M 

 

On the market, almost every major consumer video application has been, or will soon 

be, accelerated by CUDA. Furthermore, CUDA has been exuberantly implemented in many 

scientific research areas. Not only did it succeed to implement in the previous applications 

mentioned early, but achieved many successful accomplishments in other projects. For 

instance, CUDA is being implemented to accelerate AMBER which is a molecular dynamics 

simulation program used by more than 60,000 researchers in academia and pharmaceutical 

companies worldwide to accelerate new medicine discovery [51]. In addition, with the 

releases of Microsoft Windows 7 and Apple Snow Leopard on PC, and Android on mobile 

devices, GPU computing is going into the mainstream. In these operating systems, the GPU 

will not only be the graphics processor, but also a general purpose parallel processor 

accessible to any applications. 
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4 PROPOSED RESEARCH 

Cyber-Physical System is an emerging research topic in engineering, and the body of written 

work produced by researchers is limited. The construction of infrastructure of CPSs is critical 

and significant which is emerged from some salient studies, for example,  [58] [59] [60] [61] 

are on interdependencies among different components of the infrastructure, especially in [58], 

which provides a relatively comprehensive summary of modeling and simulation approaches 

for critical infrastructure of CPS. System complexity has been identified as the main 

challenge in characterizing interdependencies in CPSs [59]. Other challenges include the low 

probability of occurrence of critical events, differences in time scales and geographical 

locations, and the difficulty of gathering the accurate data needed for modeling. These 

challenges are clearly expressed in the literature, but solutions are very scarce. As shown in 

Figure 4-1, it is obvious that the most fundamental solution is bridging the research gap 

between the cyber and practice of CPS, which is to design and implement networked control 

systems related to time and event-driven computing, software, variable time delays, failures, 

reconfiguration, and distributed decision making systems [3]. 
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  In order to get a better understanding of the challenge, first of all, we interpret the 

CPS into cyber layer and physical layer, and we consider the gap as the middle layer.   Since 

we are trying to fill the gap as well as to bridge cyber layer and physical layer, the 

preliminary is accurate modeling and representation of these layers. Modeling of any CPSs is 

needed to model both the cyber layer (computing hardware, software, communication 

network) and the physical layer (physical components and interactions). Due to the 

significant correlative dependence within the cyber and physical infrastructures, the 

information flow is intricate, where on the cyber infrastructure that provides communication 

and computing capabilities, but on the physical infrastructure that is domain-specific, for 

example, power for an electric power grid or vehicles for a ground transportation system. 

Both types of information flow need to be represented accurately, such that effects of any 

event are reflected in either or both networks. Furthermore, existing explicit communication 

protocols used to impart information between the cyber and physical infrastructures do not 

fully capture the semantics of the interaction between the two. The vision of using distributed 

computing resources in the cyber networks to manage the distributed resources in the 

physical infrastructure further complicates modeling of CPSs.  

  Among existing techniques, BDI-agent based modeling shows promise in 

transforming the middle layer into the bridge, since its capability of sensing cyber and 

physical layer within beliefs as well as its emphasis on the interaction among autonomous, 

heterogeneous multi-agent, which share a common goal achieved in a distributed manner. 

Elements in both cyber and physical layers are the key to this approach, as they provide 
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situational awareness to the agents and enable them to function based on the semantics of 

their mission and the specifics of their layer. Our proposed approach plans to accurately 

model CPSs as BDI multi-agent systems on an agent layer as shown in Figure 4-2, where 

each BDI agent is an independent entity that manages the elements within its layer scope. In 

the agent layer, information from the physical layer is dynamically integrated with real-time 

decision making in dynamic environments of CPSs. 

  Moreover, according to Daniel Dennett, in our case, there are three different 

reasoning that we need to consider when confronted with layered cyber-physical systems: the 

cyber reasoning, the physical reasoning, and the BDI reasoning [63].  Each of these 

reasoning is predictive. We can use them to predict and thereupon to explain the behavior of 

the entity in question. The behavior is a very broad sense here. It could be an action like a 

movement of an inanimate object, for example, turning on the lights or closing the door. First 

of all, in the physical reasoning, to predict the behavior of a given entity, we can use 

information about its physical constitution in conjunction with information about the laws of 

physics. Assume that I am holding an egg in my hand, so I can predict that it will be broken 

if I drop it to the hard floor. This prediction relies on the fact that the egg has mass and 

weight, and the law of gravity. The reasoning in the physical layer is extremely common. 

Consider the explanations of how did the Oceans form, why water freezes at 32 ℉, or when 

the tides will occur. All of these explanations proceed by way of the physical reasoning. On 

the other hand, in the cyber reasoning, we suppose that everything in functional has been 

designed in a certain way on the cyber layer, so that we can predict that everything will thus 
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behave as designed. Like physical reasoning, cyber reasoning is common as well. When you 

click on the computer keyboard and type a letter, you can predict that it will behave as 

designed, displaying the letter on the screen. You don’t need to know anything about the 

physical constitution of the keyboard in order to make this prediction. These points can be 

illustrated even more dramatically by considering a complicated designed object, like a 

computer. You can predict that the computer will start up when you press the power 

button because that it is how the computer has been designed to function. Think of how much 

you would have to know about the inner workings of the computer in order to make these 

predictions from the physical reasoning. The fact is that an object is designed for the cyber 

layer, however, does not mean that we cannot apply the physical reasoning to it. We can, and 

in fact, we sometimes should. For example, when you use a computer to remote control a 

power switch in a power station, to predict what the power switch will do when you click the 

mouse, it would be perfectly appropriate to adopt the physical reasoning towards it. Likewise, 

we would rightly use the physical reasoning towards the switch to predict its behavior in the 

case of a computer malfunction. As Dennett states, cyber reasoning, when applicable, is a 

low-cost, low-risk shortcut, enabling us to finesse the tedious application of our limited 

knowledge of physics [63].  

  Furthermore, as already mentioned, we often obtain predictive power when moving 

from the physical reasoning to the cyber reasoning. In CPSs, we can improve system 

reasoning yet further by adopting the BDI reasoning. When making predictions from this 

reasoning, we can interpret the behavior of the entity in question by treating it as a BDI agent 
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whose behavior is conducted by intentional states. The intentional states are mental states 

such as beliefs and desires, which have the property of what is, they are about, or directed at, 

objects or states of affairs in the world. A BDI agent has its philosophical grounds on 

intentionality and practical reasoning, and it is easy to combine a respectable philosophical 

model of human practical reasoning with the physical operation and any cyber infrastructure. 

When it comes to certain complicated CPSs, according to the example of a chess-playing 

computer made by Dennett [63], we can view such systems in different ways: 

 as physical systems operating according to the laws of physics; 

 as cyber systems consisting of elements with specific functions that interact to cause 

certain characteristic behavior; 

 as BDI multi-agent systems acting rationally relative to a certain set of beliefs and 

goals. 

  Given that our goal is to explain a given system’s behavior, we should adopt the 

reasoning that will best allow us to do so. With this in mind, it becomes clear that adopting 

the BDI reasoning is for most purposes the most efficient and powerful way to explain what a 

well designed CPS will do. In the chess-playing computer example, there are probably 

hundreds of different computer programs that can be run on a PC in order to convert it into a 

chess player. Though the computers capable of running these programs have different 

physical constitutions, and though the programs themselves may be designed in very 

different ways, the behavior of a computer running such a program can be successfully 
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explained if we think of it as a BDI agent who knows how to play chess and who wants to 

checkmate its opponent’s king. When we take the BDI reasoning towards the chess-playing 

computer, we do not have to worry about the details of its physical constitution or the details 

of its program. Rather, all we have to do is determine the best legal move that can be made 

given the current state of the game board. Once we treat the computer as a rational BDI agent 

with beliefs about the rules and strategies of chess and the locations of the pieces on the 

game board, plus the desire to win, it follows that the computer will make the best move 

available to it. For this reason, a BDI reasoning engine that integrates with state-of-the-art 

software engineering techniques like Ontology and FIPA reference models is implemented in 

our proposed framework. 

  Finally, we implement GPU computing architecture into BDI agents as their 

capabilities in order to strengthen the framework’s comprehensive performance. 

 

4.1 BDI Agent Based Modeling 

Since CPSs usually consists of many sensors and actuators communicating with each other 

on the physical layer, it requires the modeling of external resources such as light source, 

temperature, and signals. Furthermore, most CPSs are resource constrained in terms of 

memory, processing power, lifespan, etc. Because of this, the framework should provide 

software architectural and design solutions to minimize resources, and a simulation 

environment to support lifespan and timing related communication. Therefore, accurate 
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modeling and simulation environment can reduce the effort and cost of deployment, testing 

and maintenance.  

 

4.1.1 Technology 

  Necessary and sufficient requirements for agent-based modeling of distributed 

complex system have been provided in [62]. The research in [64] proposed a distributed 

multi-agent architecture to analyze the observed information in real-time to adapt the multi-

agent system to the evolution of its environment. In addition, [65] improves the capability of 

calculating how critical an agent is to the system through its interactions with other agents 

and provides a framework that use this information to ensure availability and reliability.  

  In our research, BDI agents are software programs distributed to one or more 

computing devices on the cyber infrastructure, with the goal of harnessing over components 

of the physical infrastructure. Other than this, all other system components or sub-systems 

are mechanical or hardware parts, including all sensors, mechanical facilities, communication 

links or even more intelligent field-programmable gate array (FPGA), programmable logic 

controllers (PLC) devices and all kinds of mobile devices.  This different with 

aforementioned research, for example, in [65], the agent construction model is composed of 

components that are the basic building blocks for an agent; and the generic functionalities of 

these components are further divided into information collection (sensors), information 

storage, decision-making (controllers), and affecting change in the environment (actuators). 

In contrast, BDI agents share the following features: 
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 A BDI agent is an identifiable individual distributed on one or more computing 

devices on the cyber layer with BDI reasoning. 

 BDI agents interact with each other. In our model, they collectively interact for 

information sharing, data transmission and parallel computing. 

 A BDI agent is goal-directed. Its goals can cover a wide range of including managing 

the raw data, using real-time data to quantify the overall reliability of the CPS, 

making a decision to take appropriate action if risk is anticipated in the near future, 

and sending control commands to actuators to meet the broader system objective or 

prevent potential damage. Approaches adopted for decision-making, which can be 

used to solve redundancy allocation problem (RAP); the Leontief model, which can 

be applied to quantify the effect of a failure in one scope on operation of another 

scope; and Markovian models, which can estimate the likelihood of a transition from 

the current state to a given future state. 

 BDI agents can learn and adapt their actions to the environment, based on new 

information, which includes data from sensors or from coordinate agents, and 

experience, such as data retrieved from a history database. 

 BDI agents are responsible for their reasoning, for example, in fault-diagnostic 

system from our ExxonMobil project, there are several monitoring mechanisms using 

distributed/decentralized data mining algorithms to process data in different 

subsystems. After receiving raw data from the sensors, each agent firstly check the 

integrity of the data, and whether the data is reasonable, compared with history data 
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and that of surrounding agents. If there is a fault being observed, the system can send 

sound alerts to users and flash warning messages on the screen. The system also has 

abilities to send email/text messages to users who are responsible for the sub systems. 

It is a completely autonomous and intelligent agent-based simulator environment. The 

system can be directly plugged into a real system if the sensor data is collected from a 

physical system.  

 

4.1.2 Methodology 

Ontology defines a common vocabulary for researchers who need to share information in a 

domain. It includes machine-interpretable definitions of basic concepts in the domain and 

relations among them. In our case, we need ontologies for three main reasons: to model 

elements of cyber and physical layers as ontologies, to share common understanding of the 

structure of information among BDI agents, and to enable reuse of the knowledge.  

  One important property in BDI multi-agent system is the separation of address spaces 

that is BDI agents do not have direct access to the data inside other BDI agents. Thus, we 

have to use messages to exchange data among BDI agents. This data needs to be encoded 

into a message before sending and decoded from a message after arrival. In the context of 

multi-agent systems, the so-called content languages or ontologies are responsible for 

describing how data should be encoded into messages. A content language defines the 

syntactical mechanism used to represent data and an ontology species the meaning of the 

concepts used in the message. Together, content language and ontology assure a shared 
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common understanding among agents. In our case, we use the Nuggets XML content 

language. Nuggets XML is a JADEX compatible content language that uses the bean encoder 

available in the Java Development Kit, in order to convert Java objects adhering to the 

JavaBeans specification to standardized XML files. These XML files are then sent to the 

receiver agent, which decodes them by realizing the inverse procedure. In addition to provide 

a structured model of the domain knowledge and to ease the creation of JavaBean objects, 

ontology can also be created using the Protégé software with the Beanynizer plug-in 

provided by JADEX. This plug-in allows exporting all the concepts and actions included in 

the ontology as JavaBean Objects compatible with Nuggets XML. The use of these two tools 

makes the creation and modification of the domain knowledge really straightforward. 

  An ontology together with a set of individual instances of classes constitutes a 

knowledge base. In reality, there is a fine line where the ontology ends and the knowledge 

base begins. In our case, classes are the focus of ontologies. Classes describe concepts in the 

domain. For example, a class of sensors represents all sensors. Specific sensors are instances 

of this class. A class can have subclasses that represent concepts that are more specific than 

the superclass. For example, we can divide the class of all sensors into lighting sensor, 

pressure sensor, temperature sensor, humidity sensor, etc. Alternatively, we can divide a 

class of all sensors into physical and cyber sensors. Slots describe properties of classes and 

instances: environment sensor has a full body; it is composed by temperature sensor and 

humidity sensor. In practical terms, developing ontology includes defining classes in the 

ontology, arranging the classes in a taxonomic (subclass–superclass) hierarchy, defining slots 
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and describing allowed values for these slots, and filling in the values for slots for instances. 

We can then create a knowledge base by defining individual instances of these classes filling 

in specific slot value information and additional slot restrictions. 

 

4.1.3 Implementation 

Since JADEX is a FIPA compliant multi-agent platform, we use well-defined FIPA ontology 

models, as shown in Figure 4-3 on the next page, for developing ontologies for model 

elements of cyber and physical layers.  

 

Figure 4-3 FIPA reference models [73] 
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  In FIPA's agent communication language specification, all messages have a semantic 

conforming to its performative (type of action taken), predicates (status describing expression 

holding a truth value) and terms (expressions describing elements from the cyber and 

physical layers where they exist and are the subject of agent discussions). More in details at 

the first level we distinguish between predicates and terms.  

  Predicates are expressions that say something about the status of the world and can be 

true or false, for example: 

  (Belong-To (Sensor: name T) (Sensor: type Temperature) (Device: name A) (Device: 

type air-conditioner controller)) 

  It means that “the temperature sensor T belongs to air-conditioner controller device 

A”. Predicates can be meaningfully used for instance as the content of an INFORM or 

QUERY-IF message, while would make no sense if used as the content of a REQUEST 

message.  

  Terms are expressions identifying entities (abstract or concrete) that “exist” in the 

world and that agents talk and reason about. They are further classified into:  Concepts which 

are expressions that indicate entities with a complex structure that can be defined in terms of 

slots, for example: (Sensor: name T: value 66). Concepts typically make no sense if used 

directly as the content of an agent message. Generally, they are referenced inside predicates 

and other concepts such as in (Computer: name “cyber X” : location (room: number “723”)). 

  Agent actions are special concepts that indicate actions that can be performed by 

some agents, for example:   
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  (Turn-Off (Computer: name “cyber X” : location (room: number “723”))) 

  It is useful to treat agent actions separately since, unlike “normal” concepts, they are 

meaningful contents of certain types of agent message such as REQUEST. Communicative 

acts are themselves agent actions.  

  Primitives are expressions which indicate atomic entities such as strings and integers.  

  Aggregates are expressions which indicate elements that are groups of other elements, 

for example: 

  (sequence (Sensor :name S1) (Sensor :name S2)) 

  Identifying Referential Expressions (IRE) are expressions that identify the elements 

for which a given predicate is true, for example: 

  (all ?x (Belong-To ?x (Device: name X)) 

  It means “all the elements x for which the predicate (Belong-to x (Device: name X)) 

is true, as well as all the elements that belong to the device X).  These expressions are 

typically used in QUERY_REF messages and require variables.  

  Variables are expressions that indicate a generic element not known inferable. 

  A fully expressive content language should be able to represent and distinguish 

between all the above types of element. An ontology for a given domain is a set of schemas 

defining the structure of the predicates, agent actions and concepts (basically their names and 

their slots) that are pertinent to that domain.  
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4.1.4 Summary 

There is no only one correct way to model a domain.  There are always alternative ways. The 

best solution nearly always depends on the application that you plan to build and the 

extensions that you anticipate. Concepts in the ontology should be close to elements existed 

on cyber and physical layers and relationships in the domain of interest. These are most 

likely to be nouns (elements) or verbs (relationships) in sentences that describe the domain 

[70].  

 

 
4.2 BDI Reasoning 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the JADEX reasoning engine is based on the BDI model due to 

its simplicity and folk psychological background. In the MedPAge project the need for an 

agent platform was identified that would support FIPA-compliant communication with a 

high-level agent architecture such as BDI model. The MedPAge project is part of the German 

priority research program 1083 Intelligent Agents in Real-World Business Applications 

funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG). In cooperation between the 

business management department of the University of Mannheim and the computer science 

department of the University of Hamburg, the project investigates the advantages of using 

agent technology in the context of hospital logistics. The JADEX project started in December 

2002 to provide the technical basis for MedPAge software prototypes developed in Hamburg 

[66]. Addressing the need for an agent platform that supports reasoning, the approach chosen 
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was to rely on an existing mature middleware platform, which is in widespread use. The 

JADE platform focuses on implementing the FIPA reference model, providing the required 

communication infrastructure and platform services such as agent management. It 

intentionally leaves open much of the issues of internal agent concepts, offering a simple 

task-based model in which a developer can realize any kind of agent behavior. This makes it 

well suited as a foundation for establishing a reasoning engine on top of it. While the agent 

platform is concerned with external issues such as communication and agent management, 

the reasoning engine on the other hand covers all agent internals. Therefore the architecture 

is to a large extent independent from the underlying platform. 

  As depicted in Section 2.3.3 Reasoning Mechanism in JADEX, an agent is a black 

box, which receives and sends messages. Incoming messages, as well as internal events and 

new goals serve as input to the agent’s internal reaction and deliberation mechanism. Based 

on the results of the deliberation process these events are dispatched to plans selected from 

the plan library. Running plans may access and modify the belief base, send messages to 

other agents, create new top-level or sub-goals, and cause internal events. The reaction and 

deliberation mechanism represents the only global component within JADEX. All other 

components are contained in reusable modules called capabilities. 

 

4.2.1 Constitution 

To create and start an agent, the system needs to know the properties of the agent to be 

instantiated. The initial state of an agent is determined among other things by the beliefs, 
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goals, and the library of known plans. JADEX uses a declarative and a procedural approach 

to define the components of an agent (see Figure 6-4). The plan bodies have to be 

implemented as ordinary Java classes that extend a certain framework class, thus providing a 

generic access to the BDI specific facilities. All other concepts are specified in a so called 

Agent Definition File (ADF) using an XML language that follows the JADEX meta-model 

specified in XML schema and allows for creating JADEX objects in a declarative way. 

Within the XML agent definition files, the developer can use expressions to specify 

designated properties. The language for these expressions is Java extended with Object 

Query Language (OQL) constructs that facilitat. In addition to the BDI components, some 

other information is stored in the definition files such as default arguments for launching the 

agent or service descriptions for registering the agent at a directory facilitator. The reaction 

and deliberation mechanism is generally the same for all agents. The behavior of a specific 

agent is therefore determined solely by its concrete beliefs, goals, and plans. 

 

4.2.2 Mechanism 

One objective of using JADEX reasoning is ease of usage. We thereupon do not enforce a 

logic-based representation of beliefs. Instead, ordinary Java objects of any kind can be 

contained in the JADEX belief-base, allowing reuse of classes generated by ontology 

modeling or database mapping layers. Objects are stored as named facts as JADEX beliefs or 

named sets of facts as JADEX belief sets. Using the belief names, the belief-base can be 

directly manipulated by setting, adding, or removing facts. A more declarative way of 
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accessing beliefs and belief-sets is provided by queries, which can be specified in an OQL-

like language [67]. The beliefs are used as input for the reasoning engine by specifying 

certain belief states as preconditions for plans or creation conditions for goals. The engine 

monitors the beliefs for relevant changes, and automatically adjusts goals and plans 

accordingly, for example, a belief change can trigger a goal’s creation or drop condition, or 

render the context of a plan invalid leading to a plan abort. 

  Moreover, JADEX reasoning follows the general idea that goals are concrete 

instantiations of an agent’s desires. For any goal it has, an agent will more or less directly 

engage into suitable actions, until it considers the goal as being reached, unreachable, or not 

desired any more. Unlike most other systems, JADEX does not assume that all adopted goals 

need to be consistent to each other. To distinguish between just desired but not yet active 

goals and actively pursued goals, a goal lifecycle is introduced which consists of the goal 

states option, active, and suspended. When a goal is desired, it becomes an option that is 

added to the agent’s desire structure. A deliberation mechanism is responsible for managing 

the state transitions of all adopted goals. Some goals may only be valid in specific contexts 

determined by the agent’s beliefs. When the context of a goal is invalid it will be suspended 

until the context is valid again. In response to goals some plans have to be executed. The 

JADEX reasoning handles all events such as the reception of a message or the activation of a 

goal by selecting and executing appropriate plans. Instead of performing planning from first 

principles for each event, JADEX utilizes the plan-library approach to represent the plans of 

an agent. For each plan a plan head defines the circumstances under which the plan may be 
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selected and a plan body specifies the actions to be executed. In our approach, the most 

important parts are the goals or events which the plan may handle and a reference to the plan 

body. The agent programmer decomposes concrete agent functionality into separate plan 

bodies, which are predefined courses of action implemented as Java classes. Object-oriented 

techniques and existing Java IDEs can be exploited in the development of plans. Plans can be 

reused in different agents, and can incorporate functionality implemented in other Java 

classes.  

  Furthermore, for the purpose of reusability, JADEX supports a flexible 

modularization called capabilities, which enables the packaging of functionally related 

beliefs, goals and plans into a cluster [29]. A capability definition, written as a separate 

XML document, is therefore very similar to an agent definition, and usually represents a 

certain application functionality required by several different agents, for example, a generic 

negotiation mechanism [53]. A capability provides a separate namespace for the elements 

contained within, and therefore avoids name-clashes with other capabilities. BDI agents can 

be composed of any number of capabilities that in turn may contain sub-capabilities. For 

advanced settings it is even possible to add or remove single capabilities at runtime. 

 

4.2.3 Implementation 

For a complete reasoning implementation several different components are necessary. The 

core of BDI reasoning is obviously the mechanism for plan selection. Plans not only have to 

be selected for goals, but for internal events and incoming messages as well. To collect the 
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  The functional elements of the process can also be found in the BDI interpreter 

presented in section 2.2. The difference between this and the interpreter is that in JADEX 

these functionalities are carried out independently by three distinct components (message 

receiver, dispatcher, and scheduler). The message receiver has the purpose to take messages 

from the platform’s message queue and create JADEX message events which are placed in 

the event list (similar to the get-new-external-events() operation of the interpreter). The 

dispatcher continuously consumes the events from the event list and builds the applicable 

plan list for each event (corresponds to the option-generator() function). This is done by 

checking for all plans if the considered event or goal triggers the plan and additionally if the 

plan’s context conditions are valid. Corresponding plans are added to the list of applicable 

plans. In a subsequent step, the dispatcher selects plans to be executed (similar to the 

deliberate(options) operation) by possibly utilizing meta-level reasoning facilities. This 

means that if more than one plan is principally applicable for the given event or goal the 

decision process is delegated to a user-defined meta-level reasoning plan. The meta-level 

reasoned has the task to rank the plan candidates with respect to domain-dependent 

characteristics. The selected plans are placed in the ready list after associating the selected 

plans to the corresponding events or goals, like it is done in update-intentions(selected-

options). This makes the plan aware of the goal or event to handle and allows for reading 

goal or event details from within the plan body. 

  Finally, the scheduler takes the plans from the ready list and executes them 

(correspondsto the execute() operation). Therefore, execution of plans is done stepwise, 
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which means that only one steps of a single plan is executed uninterruptedly. In contrast to 

the original approach, in which pre-defined actions are used as plan steps, it introduces the 

notion of dynamic plan steps, which will interrupt a plan whenever relevant internal changes 

occur. Internal changes are considered as relevant when such changes have side-effects, if a 

belief change triggers the creation of a new goal. 

 

4.2.4 Summary 

To integrate BDI agent based modeling with a JADEX reasoning engine in order to combine 

the advantages of both, the procedure of implementation of the JADEX BDI reasoning as an 

extension to the widely used JADE agent platform was described. JADEX allows for the 

construction of rational BDI agents, which exhibit goal-directed behavior. The construction 

is based on well-established software engineering techniques such as XML, Java and OQL 

enabling software engineers to quickly exploit the potential of the BDI reasoning. In addition 

to the JADEX reasoning engine usage in context of the MedPAge project in Hamburg, 

several other institutes have used it to implement research systems, for example, the 

Technical University of Karlsruhe has used JADEX to implement an experimental system for 

representing norms in multi-agent systems [69] and at the Delft University of Technology, 

JADEX was used realize a personal travel assistant application [68]. 
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4.3 CUDA Capabilities 

Multi-agent system is a natural way of decomposing complex systems into more manageable 

and decentralized agents. Agents should represent complex subsystems themselves, so 

software engineering principles for the design and implementation of consequent parts of 

agents are necessary for having modular and reusable software components. As is well 

known, one of most important traditional software-engineering principles is modularization 

[52], which means that functionality is packaged into delimited components. Therefore, 

referring to [54] a module is seen as “a well-defined component of a software system that 

provides a set of services to other modules. Services are computational elements that other 

modules may use.” For example, in the imperative paradigm modules represent collections of 

procedures, data types and constants from which only a small subset is made accessible 

through the module’s export interface. For other paradigms such as functional programming 

or object-orientation adapted forms of modularization have been developed as well. Thus, we 

plan to implement the CUDA as a composition of configurable modules or capabilities of 

BDI agents, which is based on a black-box approach with export interfaces that is in line with 

object-oriented engineering principles. 

  The capability concept for structuring BDI agents in modules and its implementation 

within the JACK agent framework [20] was first described in [29]. The main idea is to define 

beliefs, goals and plans that functionally belong together in a common namespace called 

capability. In addition, scoping rules allow for an exact specification of the parts of a 
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capability that should be visible from the outside. In JADEX, a capability is defined as the 

following: 

I. An identifier and a knowledge base with concerning the beliefs manipulated by the 

plans of the capability. 

II. Visibility rules for the beliefs where ones are restricted to the plans of the capability 

and which ones can be seen from the outside. 

III. All elements of a capability are part of exactly one capability. 

IV. Elements are part of the capability’s interface and are visible from the outside. 

Elements contained in the interface can be used in the containing capability by 

defining local proxy elements. These are defined by a general import/export 

mechanism. 

V. Element instances of a static structure (composed of a single concrete element type 

and arbitrarily many proxies) are created at runtime using creation semantics 

determines. 

VI. The explicit specification of initial configurations separately to the static structure of 

a capability is supported. 

VII. Recursive inclusion of other capabilities. 

  Each capability specified in this way can be included in another agent. For this 

inclusion an additional symbolic name has to be provided to allow multiple usages of one 

capability type within the same context. This is similar to the usage of a class in an object-

oriented language, which the symbolic name identifies a specific instance. The main ideas of 
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those advantages in practice, fundamental design principles have to be taken into account for 

capability creation. On the one hand the interdependence of different capabilities should be 

minimized; however on the other hand the cohesion of the elements contained in a capability 

should be maximized [55]. The basic idea of design of CUDA capabilities is to abstract from 

implementation details through information hiding [52]. It means that the internals of a 

capability are wrapped and can be changed without affecting other capabilities. This ensures 

that capabilities represent reusable and efficient entities for BDI agents from well-defined 

JCUDA APIs.  

  The design and implementation of CUDA for BDI agents is discussed in the 

following sections. 

 

4.3.1 Locality Principle 

In JADEX, capability concept assumes a global database of mental elements including events 

or plan type specifications. The same type of element thereupon can be used in different 

capabilities or agents, for example, sending and receiving message events. In our design and 

implementation, we follow the locality principle of elements that a capability itself defines 

the available types of beliefs and forms the namespace for these types [29]. These element 

types are not globally available, while only inside the capability. For example, from within 

plans only locally defined beliefs are accessible, which means that it is not sufficient to know 

that a belief of a contained capability is exported. To be able to use such a belief a local 

reference has to be declared. Following the locality principle has the main advantage of 
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  In the figure, it shows how an agent or exterior capability can reuse functionality 

from another (interior) capability. Concrete elements (beliefs, goals, etc.) are presented as 

green rectangles. Proxy elements (proxy for beliefs or goals of exterior capability) are shown 

as blue rectangles. Internal concrete element is only visible locally in its enclosing capability, 

for example, internal beliefs can only be accessed by plans of the same capability. If an 

element should be accessible to the exterior capability it can be marked as exported. To be 

used from the outside, a proxy or reference for the original element has to be defined in the 

exterior capability. The reference element specification includes the relative name of the 

interior element it refers to, for example, if Agent X needs to refer to Agent Y’s block per grid 

matrix, it can be written in form as the following: 

  <beliefref name="CUDA_Matrix_BlockPerGrid" class="BlockPerGrid_Mat"> 

   <concrete ref="AgentY.rp_ CUDA_Matrix_BlockPerGrid "/> 

  </beliefref> 

  References to exported interior elements could be optional. An exterior capability is 

only required to provide a reference, when the element is accessed from other elements of the 

exterior capability, for example, when a plan of the exterior capability wants to access a 

belief defined in the interior capability, the exterior capability defines a belief reference, 

which acts as a proxy for the interior belief. The plan accesses the proxy like it would access 

a locally defined belief. Therefore, it is transparent to the plan that the belief is actually 

defined in the interior capability.  
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  Moreover, a capability may include abstract elements which are not assigned to any 

concrete element by themselves. An abstract optional element is an element, which does not 

require an assignment, what means that the functionality of the capability can also be used, 

when this element is not present. For example, an abstract belief provides an extension point, 

where the exterior capability can add knowledge to the interior capability. A plan in the 

interior capability can then check if the belief is available and proceed in different ways 

according to the information from the belief. An abstract required element is an element, 

which is required for proper operation of the capability. Both required and optional abstract 

elements are assigned from the outside in form as the following: 

  <beliefref name="Owner" class="AgentIdentifier" exported="true"> 

   <abstract required="true"/> 

  </beliefref> 

  An exterior element may be assigned to many different abstract elements, but an 

abstract element must be assigned from a single concrete element. This approach also fully 

satisfies the need for implementing JCUDA abstract methods and interfaces. 

 

4.3.3 Parameterization  

When considering parameterization of CUDA capabilities, two typical questions come out of 

the mind: What can be parameterized in CUDA? How can a capability be parameterized 

from the outside, when its elements are wrapped? To dispose of these questions, we borrow 

the idea from the initial mental state in JADEX. The initial mental state is a simplified 
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runtime state of an agent, containing the initial values of beliefs as well as zero or more 

initial instances of the other elements, such as goals, plans, and events, with initial properties. 

In our case, to parameterize a CUDA capability, its initial mental state has to be adapted to 

the current needs. In addition, according to the information hiding principle, it should not be 

possible to specify all elements of the initial mental state from the outside, for example, a 

plan in the capability might require an instance of a maintenance goal for proper operation, 

but the maintenance goal should not be visible to the outside. In order to deal with this, 

parameterization is divided into two levels: The capability level and the individual elements 

level. A capability itself can provide one or more initial configurations, which can be 

referenced by a given name. In this way, common use cases can be captured as a whole, 

allowing easy out-of-the-box reuse. These configurations are part of the capability, and 

therefore can contain exported and internal elements in the form as the following:  

 <configurations> 

  <configuration name="GPU_Computation"/> 

  <configuration name="GPU_Computing"> 

   <beliefs> 

    <initialbelief ref=" Cap_JCUDA_GPUAnimBitmap"/> 

   </beliefs> 

  </configuration> 

 </configurations>  
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  Besides, the individual elements level is only possible when these elements are 

exported, for example, for exported beliefs, the exterior capability can override the initial 

value by defining a reference and locally assigning a new value to this referenced belief. 

 

4.3.4 Runtime 

It is critical that to reuse, remove, and modify the CUDA capabilities of agents at runtime.  

On one hand, theoretically, the reuse of the capability at runtime is not difficult as it requires 

only information about the capability type, its initial state, the target capability within the 

agent and some connection data such as the instance name of the new capability. Given that 

all information is provided the capability can be linked with the target capability using the 

connection data and can subsequently be started meaning that its initial state will be executed. 

The removal of the capability at runtime is far more sophisticated as the agent’s execution 

state must be considered before the capability can be removed safely, for example, an agent 

could currently use plans or goals from the capability to remove and it needs to be 

determined if these plans or goals should be executed completely before removal.  

  On the other, the modification of the capability at runtime could be intricate. 

Prerequisite for the modification is that each capability relies on its individual copy of the 

JADEX capability model, so that changes can be performed without affecting other 

capability instances of the same type. The creation process for a new model element 

(regardless if it is an element or an element reference) consists basically of two steps. The 

first step is that the element has to be created in the capability model. In the second step the 
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elements has to be registered at the JADEX runtime layer, making the agent aware of its new 

element. For the deletion of an element at runtime a similar process can be used. The element 

has to be deregistered at the capability instance and can afterwards be deleted from the model. 

In this way, it has again to be considered if existing elements of the removed type should be 

discarded at once. For the complete freedom of removing or exchanging a CUDA capability 

at runtime it is a necessary prerequisite that the capability instance is a self-contained entity 

with well-defined connection points. In the proposed capability approach this is supported by 

the locality principle which is also valid for capabilities at runtime. Elements from other 

capabilities are not accessed directly but through local proxies. When a capability or element 

of a capability is removed, proxies in other capabilities can be preserved, and later be 

reconnected when an alternative capability or element is available. Further elaborating and 

implementing the details of this mechanism is planned for future work. 

 

4.3.5 Implementation 

 
In JADEX, capabilities are specified in two different kinds of files. The static structure of 

capability including its initial mental state is defined within an XML-file that adheres to the 

BDI meta-model specified in XML-schema. The functional details are encoded within plan 

bodies that are programmed with plain Java. From within our programmed plans the BDI 

facilities such as modifying beliefs or creating goals are accessible through an API. 
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capability model as a capability includes a sub-capability under a symbolic name allowing 

for inclusion of more than one instance of the same capability type. 

 

4.3.6 Performance Study 

In our performance study, we use a matrix computation case which is to invert a given matrix 

A (non-singular) and determine the identity matrix. To initially conduct our performance 

study, we create two computation agents, one is performing the matrix computation using 

regular CPU, and another one is equipped CUDA capability and computing using GPU. Two 

agents are the same type of BDI agents, with the same goals and beliefs, and using the same 

algorithm to calculate the inverse of the given matrix A and the identity matrix.  

  The simulation was run with the differently sized matrix A (from 64x64 to 

1024x1024) which is set as two agents’ beliefs. The first agent was run on an Intel Quad 

Core i7 1.73 GHz, and the other on the same laptop with an nVidia GeForce GTX 460M. The 

technical data of the GPU could be found in the following table.  

Table 4-1 Technical Data of the Testing GPU 

GPU Compute Capability
Number of 

Multiprocessors 

Number of CUDA 

Cores 

GeForce GTX 460M 2.1 4 192 

 
  After 200 runs, we benchmarked the result of GPU vs CPU as shown in Figure 4-8. 

The time shows in the figure is the average time of the testing runs. 
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Figure 4-8 GPU vs CPU Benchmark 
 
As we can see from the figure, it is interesting to notice the time difference in matrix size 64 

between 192, the agent using GPU is even slower than the agent using CPU. After that, the 

agent using GPU is significantly faster on all other sizes. Therefore, it highlights the 

advantages of CUDA capability along with the computation task becomes more and more 

complicated and time-consuming. 

 
4.3.7 Summary 

To harvest CUDA computing power for BDI agents, modularization may be the most 

efficient and renewable approach which is as a cyber infrastructure for BDI agents allowing 
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to reuse CUDA APIs wrapped in capabilities with clearly defined import and export interface. 

This form of reuse is based on a black-box approach as only the interface and no details 

about the internals are known. In contrast to white-box approach changing the internals of a 

black-box component does not break existing usages, leading to application designs that are 

easier to maintain [57].  

  Furthermore, the CUDA capability model inherits the excellent feature of JADEX 

capability meta-model where naturally supports decomposability as functional coherent 

components can be built and connected in flexible ways. It is based mainly on the inheritance 

mechanism for agent classes explicitly allowing also multiple inheritance relationships 

between agent classes. In addition, the understandability for the CUDA capability is 

supported by the locality principle which makes them self-contained. The continuity criterion 

requires that a simple change only affects just one module, or a small number of modules, 

rather than triggering off a chain reaction of changes over the whole system [54].This is 

achieved by extensively using the information hiding principle using simple interfaces 

through the general import and export mechanism.  

Finally, our performance study shows that the agent with CUDA capability can 

perform much better than the agent running on multi-core systems. It is necessary that each 

agent should have a powerful parallel computation capability as cyber infrastructure to BDI 

agents, especially for our framework construction. 
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are represented all kinds of information for agents. And then, based on BDI reasoning, the 

agents are able to act and process of monitoring, controlling, and guiding, from cyber layer to 

physical layer, further, be able to accomplish complex tasks rationally and work together 

effectively in distributed and dynamic environments. More details please see chapter 2 (BDI 

concept) and section 4.2 (BDI implementation). In order to harvest state-of-the-art cyber 

computing power for BDI agents, we empower the agents with the GPU computing 

capabilities, thereby strengthening the framework’s comprehensive performance.   

  However, two main limitations of the framework are revealed, where it is lack of 

explicit BDI agents’ aspects of behavior; and the reasoning model is lack of learning 

competences. The first limitation is lifted in the simulation chapter, since the proposed 

framework can be further detailed and refined by practical implementations. On the other 

hand, the limitation of the reasoning model is included in the subject of learning in multi-

agent system [71], where roughly characterized as the intersection of Machine Learning and 

Human Learning. This topic will be further discussed in our future work and we will 

conceive a BDI learning model based on interactive epistemology theory. 
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5 SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

In order to make available solutions that are more applicable to various domains, our 

framework must support easy adaptations to appropriate solutions, including different types 

of hardware, different physical modeling environments, different software platforms, and 

emulation/simulation of various use-cases. Thus, the goal of the framework is the 

development of a modeling and simulation infrastructure that allows for the evaluation and 

validation of complex system-of-systems comprising human organizations and decision 

processes, hardware and software systems, cyber and physical elements.  

  Simulation is generally recognized as one of the best system design support 

technologies, and an efficient approach in the strategic and tactical decision making process. 

Unlike a conventional system simulation, our BDI agent based simulation is not solved but is 

run and the changes of cyber physical system states can be observed at any point in time. 

This provides an insight into CPS dynamics rather than just predicting the output of the 

system based on specific inputs; however, due to the complexity of the real world, the 

simulation can only be an approximation of the CPS. The purpose of the simulation is either 

to better understand the CPS, or to make predictions about a CPS’s performance. In our BDI 

agent based simulation, we can describe the decision processes of simulated actors at the 

micro-level, as a result of the actions of the agents, and their interactions with other agents 

and the environment (environment = other agents + simulated “world”). Interactions among 

their entities can reveal what appears to be complex emergent behavior at the system level 

even when the agents involved simple behaviors. That allows understanding of how the 
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dynamics of CPSs arise from traits of individuals and their environment. As concluded in 

[74], agent-based simulation allows appropriate modeling capabilities in a number of 

important disciplines such as social science, biology, and modeling socio-technical systems 

and test environments for agent-based software. Also, it allows emulating systems that are 

particularly difficult to treat with traditional approaches such as emergent phenomena and 

models with variable structure. The most important benefit is that it provides an intuitive way 

that facilitates communication with other fields and enables other researchers to use the 

simulation of CPSs. 

 

5.1 Cyber-Physical System Simulations 

As mentioned in section 1.1, the main challenge for our proposed framework is to create an 

extensible infrastructure that supports the widest possible variety and number of sensor 

inputs and display outputs in many fields, while simultaneously making the CPS easy to use 

for the number of potential users. The challenge is not to create one-off framework that is 

only useful to one type of CPS and only understandable and usable by specialized researchers. 

Instead, it is to build an innovative BDI agent based software framework that should offer 

new ways for researchers to observe and experience, reason and make decisions about the 

CPSs in which we deal with. The framework should allow different CPSs to co-exist and 

interact with the researchers. It should allow the knowledge and skill of the researchers to be 

combined with cyber-observation and manipulation of physical environments to discover 

new realms of their creativity and experience. For example, it should not only be possible to 
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Problem, and mainly focus on the simulation of redundancy allocation problem for CPSs in 

our future work. 

 

5.2 Redundancy Allocation Problem 

Redundancy allocation problem (RAP) is a well known mathematical model for series-

parallel systems. This problem mainly focuses on searching for an optimized assignment of 

components in a system design. Because of the diverse mix of components, the RAP is 

proved to be an NP-hard problem which is impractical to solve by regular programming 

techniques within rational time. Therefore, all kinds of algorithms, especially heuristic 

algorithms were proposed and implemented in the past decades, committed to provide better 

method and solution. Asking BDI agents to perform parallel computing simultaneously on 

multiple computing hardware inspires us to look at the redundancy allocation problem from 

another point of view, since a RAP can be divided into multiple smaller problems that are 

solved by multiple BDI agents. The agents can collaboratively solve optimal RAP solutions 

quickly and efficiently. Thus, the utilization of our proposed framework on solving the RAP 

will have the potential to gain more robust results. 

 

5.2.1 Motivation 

As humans' ordinary life more and more relies on advanced technology, e.g. GPS, internet, 

and sensor networks, the reliability of either a hardware system or a software service 

becomes one of the most critical concerns in a system design. Generally, system reliability 
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can be improved either by incremental improvements of component reliability or by 

provision of redundancy components in parallel; both methods result in an increase in system 

cost. This is the main difference with the risk allocation problem. 

  Redundancy Allocation Problem (RAP) is a mathematical model for evaluating 

system reliability under some given constraints such as cost and weight. It is broadly used in 

a variety of practical circumstances, especially in the field of electrical engineering and 

industrial engineering. The practical application of RAP is usually involved in circuit design, 

power plant components replacement, consumer electronics industry, etc. Here, we can take 

the next generation intelligent ships as a typical cyber-physical system example. An 

intelligent ship consist of a large number of segregated but interdependent subsystems like 

power, cooling, radar, and damage & control systems. These subsystems are very complex to 

analyze and design as a whole system. It is because the system as a whole becomes too large 

and complex, the subsystems become more difficult to be managed, operated or reconfigured 

for optimal results since many of them are interdependent.  This problem can be considered 

as a RAP. A subsystem is functioning properly if at least one of its components is operational. 

A series-parallel system is where the system is operational when all subsystems work. In the 

formulation of a series-parallel system problem, for each subsystem, multiple component 

choices are used in parallel. Thus, the problem is to select the optimal combination of 

components and redundancy levels to meet system level constraints while maximizing 

system reliability. From the example, we can see that redundancy allocation is usually 

helpful and sometimes even necessary for CPSs. RAP is a mathematical model abstracted 
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from the physical world, whose goal is to maximize the reliability of a system under multiple 

constraints. Conventionally, constraints specify cost and weight of the available components. 

 

5.2.2 Methodology 

According to [77] the original mathematical formulation of RAP can be interpreted as 

follows:  

  A system under consideration consists of s functional subsystems as shown in Figure 

5-9. Different functional subsystems are connected in series. The failure of any functional 

subsystem will cause the whole system failure, and failure of any subsystem in the system is 

assumed to be independent. For each of the s functional subsystems there exist several 

choices of design alternatives that the system designer can employ in order to meet the 

allocated reliability requirement, which means there are multiple, functionally equivalent 

components available to be used in each subsystem. Such scheme is referred to as a series-

parallel system. Specifically, each component has a reliability associated with a certain 

amount of cost and weight. In the original formulation, it is modeled as only a single type of 

identical components is allowed to be selected in one subsystem configuration. 
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Figure 5-2 A Series-parallel System Configuration 
 
  Once a component type is selected to provide a required function, different 

components of the same type can be used to provide redundancy. Let m  denote the number 

of design alternatives or say number of types of components available for the i-th subsystem 

with a specified inherent unit reliability r , x  denotes the number of component used in 

subsystem i and j 1, 2, …	m  and use R  to denote the known reliability function of the i-th 

subsystem. So, according to the above schematic, the system reliability is: 

R R 1 1 r  

where s denotes the total number of subsystems and j  is type j component been selected for 

the i-th subsystem and 1 	 j 	 	m . The objective is to 

 

max 1 1 r  

subject to 
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c x C 

w x W 

where x  is number of type j  component selected for subsystem i , x  is a non-negative 

number, c  and w  are the cost and weight for the corresponding selected component in the i-th subsystem respectively. 

  In [78], multiple components may be selected and arranged in parallel for a 

subsystem configuration. Thus, the formulation for computing the reliability of subsystem 

becomes different. We can still use m  to denote the number of design alternatives available 

for the i-th subsystem with a specified inherent unit reliability r  for each component. We 

use x  to denote the number of components of type j (1	 	j	 	m ) used in subsystem i. We 

let R  denote the known reliability function of the i-th subsystem. Thus, the reliability of the i-th subsystem is: 

 1 1  

 
and the reliability of the whole system can be depicted in the form of the following function, 

 1 1  
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  The main goal of solving the RAP is to assign a combination of components, which 

maximizes the reliability of the system while keeping the total cost and weight of the 

components to meet the constraint requirements. This is expressed as follows, 

max 1 1 																										 1  

 
subject to 

	  

	  

 
where x 	  is number of type j  component selected for subsystem i , x  is a non-negative 

number, c  and w  are the cost and weight for the corresponding selected component in the i-th subsystem respectively.  

  In this year, Dr. Li Bai and his master student, Zhuo Li, decompose the problem with 

an assumption of “failure of any unit in the system is assumed to be an independent event” 

[78]. They divide the objective function in Equation (1) into s different objective functions  
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max 1 1 r 	
max 1 1 r⋮
max 1 1 r

					 

This can be transformed into minimization optimization by taking natural logarithm as 

 

min x 1 r 	
min x 1 r 	⋮
min x 1 r

																			 2  

 

For arbitrary	i-th subsystem, the objective function can be expressed in the form of 

min α x α x 	… 	α x  

where α ln	 1 r  and the constraints are subject to  c x c x 	… 	c x C , and w x w x 	… 	w x W , 
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for ∑ C C	 and ∑ W W . The problem clearly becomes a linear integer 

programming problem if a pair of prescribed cost C 	and weight W  is given. The pool of 

available cost and weight is limited as C and W respectively while we can consider each 

subsystem as a BDI agent whose local goal is to achieve equation (2) with constraints cost C 	and weight W  and the group goal is to achieve equation (1). The idea is to extend each 

agent to maintain its desired reliability objective while it has to negotiate with other agent’s 

cost C 	and weight W  to improve its own reliability performance.  

 

5.2.3 Implementation 

There are two types of agents we need. Besides treating a subsystem as a subsystem agent, 

there is a broker agent to inform all agents how trading should be performed. Here, we 

consider all agents to be honest and delivery all authenticate messages to other agents. As we 

know, we have m  types of components in the i-th subsystem. Therefore, we should find each 

subsystem’s permissible performance set Γ  first. It can be determined by solving: 

min 	 x ln 1 r 					 
 
And then suppose each subsystem has chosen a performance set γ 	 l  among its own Γ  

where γ 	 l 	 r , c , w , X  
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In fact, γ 	 l 	can be considered as the l-th element in Γ . Thus, the broker can compute 

system reliabilityR, used cost C and weight W , remained cost C  and weight W . Thus, the 

procedure of this RAP approach could be drawn as the following: 

Algorithm Redundancy allocation  
1:    Set C, W; //Total cost and weight constraints 
2:    Initialization agents i pick  γ 	 l 	in	Γ  // every agent initializes the performance set 
3:    loop   
4:       every subsystem agent broadcasts γ 	 1~l ; 
5:       agents i receives all other agents’ γ 	 1~l ; 
6:       p l 1, q l 1; 
7:       loop 
8:         if r r r r  and c c c c C   

and w w w w W  then 

9:          else δ γ q , γ p 1; 

10:        else δ γ q , γ p 0; 
11:        end if 
12:       	p p 1, q q 1; 
13:        if q 0 or δ γ q , γ p 1 then 
14:                break; 
15:        end if 
16:     end loop 
17:     if   δ γ q , γ p 1 then//feasible 
18:         Broker sets  l 	 l , l 	 l ; 
19:     else if δ ~ γ q , γ p 0 then 
20:          break; 
21:     end if 
22:  end loop 
 
  In the trading process, it has a direction because from each subsystem agent's point of 

view, the goal is to make self improvement, which means that it only cares about how much 

cost and/or weight it can obtain from other agents to increase its own reliability. Thus, it only 

takes into consideration other agents' permissible performance sets above their current 
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position while looking up its own set below its current position. For the broker, its goal is to 

maximize the reliability of the whole system: max r r  by pickingΦ∗ γ j , γ i . 

In summary, each subsystem agent picks the best feasible trading ϕ∗ autonomously among 

all the feasible ones	ϕ between itself and all other agents, and reports to the broker in a 

message containsϕ∗ . The broker selects Φ∗  among all the received bidding messages by 

picking the one that yields the highest improvement and perform the actual trading. After 

trading, the involved two agents update their current performance sets. Since all other 

subsystems remain unchanged, the overall system reliability R can be updated by 

r, r r  

 

5.2.4 Results and Discussion 

In this section, we discuss the results obtained from previous approach. Currently, the best 

result we get for test problem 1 is R = 0.97076. The computation is performed by 

computation agents with CUDA capability. Compared with the results with the traditional 

approach, this result is satisfying and encouraging. Figure 5-3 shows the iteration process: 
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Figure 5-3 Iteration Process 
 
From figures, we can see explicitly how trading takes place between two agents in each 

round. In the 3D bar figure, the X-axis is the subsystem index, Y-axis is the reliability 

respectively, and the Z-axis is the iteration rounds. 
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For comparison, the below table is the results from other traditional approaches. 

Table 5-1 The Traditional Approaches’ Results 
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More interestingly, Coit and Konak [84] argued to evaluate algorithms using more 

benchmark testing problems and presented a Multiple Weighted Objective (MWO) approach 

to solve the problem using a linear integer programming algorithm. There were three other 

benchmark problems presented, and they are referred to as the test problem 2, 3, and 4 

respectively. The MWO algorithm significantly reduced the RAP’s computation time. Coit 

and Konak showed that the solutions are adequate with a relative quick computation speed 

performance in four benchmark problems. This formulation presented us with an alternative 

view to the problem from a multi-agent system perspective because each subsystem’s 

objective can be assigned to an agent. Likewise, the agents can determine a good system 

solution by finding negotiated local objectives among the agents similarly as in a market 

negotiation. Consequently, we extended our simulation results to three other benchmark 

problems shown in [84]. We compared our Multi-Agent-Based Approach (MABA) with the 

MWO results, and we see a significant improvement over the MWO approach. Detailed 

results are shown in the following table 5-2. 
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Table 5-2 Comparison Results with MWO Approach for Test Problems 2,3,4 
 

 

 
5.2.5 Summary 

In the problem analysis above, the linearization and decomposition of computing the 

reliability of subsystems make it possible to perform optimization autonomously in each 

subsystem, which furthermore makes it possible to implement multi-agent programming to 

the RAP; however, the trading among agents has a huge demand of computation time. We 

use CUDA capable computation agents to enhance linear integer programming performance. 
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As a result, we can solve the RAP problem relatively quickly by using the multi-agent 

trading method. Also, a modification of component choices does not require all subsystems 

to re-compute the permissible performance sets. It is very important if an RAP problem is 

used in an online system. The system can continue to function while each subsystem re-

computes new trading choices to find a new optimal solution. There are many other 

interesting problems that we can investigate in future. For example, we need to determine the 

algorithm’s computation complexity, robustness and sensitivity. Also, we want to explore a 

possibility of trading methods using a team of more than two agents. Furthermore, we can 

use the algorithm to solve other RAP problems and compare the results with other traditional 

RAP approaches. 
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6 FUTURE WORKS 

6.1.1 BDI Learning Model 

If you have ever played Body and Brain Connection, which is a popular body and mind 

exercise game built for Xbox 360 Kinect, you may suddenly realize that human beings 

process the information they receive rather than merely responding to stimuli. With Dr. 

Kawashima’s latest research proving that brain activity is augmented by physical movement, 

Body and Brain Connection challenges players to exercise both their minds and bodies from 

math, logic and memory to reflex and physical-orientation exercises [79]. In the game, 

players have to think quickly and act even quicker using the full-motion capabilities of the 

Kinect sensor, and they are responsible for analyzing information from the environment. At 

the beginning they need to bring the information in as soon as possible, and then use their 

working memory for actively manipulating information, and long term memory for passively 

holding information so that it can be used in the next step. If we consider the players as BDI 

agents, an information-processing model can be drawn in Figure 5-10. 
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memory for BDI agents is different with human memory which only consists of explicit 

memories, but there also exist two categories of explicit memory, semantic and episodic 

memory, like human memories.  

  The semantic memory as the structure it provides facilitates the extraction of 

meaningful content from the data provided to the agents. With the structure BDI agents is 

able to obtain sharper, timely, reliable knowledge with less ambiguity from the working 

memory and provide the knowledge back into its tasks. The agents thereupon can make the 

best decisions or actions or output possible, and still be productive. In fact, the long-term 

memory is crucial to the continued increases in productivity.  

  In [80], it states that the episodic memory makes the agent particular. Every agent has 

its own experiences in the past and thereupon its own entries in the structure of the episodic 

memory. In order to be able to search for similar information (events or situations), BDI 

agents have to compare the impact of different actions that they attempted to in the past. The 

most appropriate action which means the internal values have been influenced most 

positively can be the action that is selected as the next action. Thus, the episodic memory can 

have a positive or negative impact to the stability of BDI agents’ internal values extending 

the lifespan of the agents. 

  It is obvious that the information processing is the process of intelligence of the agent. 

Learning is a part of the process. The learning system is embedded within, able to sense, and 

able to affect the environment agents inhabit. A typical characterization of the concept of 

learning is the ability to improve performance based on knowledge; however, what is the 
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over cooperation; however, if Y choose defection, it must believe that X will defect in its turn, 

who in turn must believe that Y being a rational player will choose defection in the final 

move of the game. Thus, if the depth of X’s recursive reasoning is identical to the length of 

the Centipede game and X believes that Y is rational then X will choose defection over 

cooperation. On the other hand, if agent X is unsure of Y’s rationality and believes that Y is 

equally likely to cooperate or defect, then it will choose cooperation. This is because in its 

second move, it will choose to cooperate since its expected reward from cooperation is 12 as 

compared to 9 from defection. As agent Y is equally likely to defect or cooperate, X’s 

expected reward from cooperating in the initial move is 6 compared to -1 from defection, 

thereby choosing cooperation. In this example, it shows agents’ rational behaviors are 

conditioned on their beliefs. Thus knowledge about the beliefs of others gains importance in 

interactive settings. Because other agents’ beliefs are private and therefore not perfectly 

observable, agents would have beliefs over others’ beliefs. For the future work, we are 

planning to conceive a BDI learning approach which studies not only agents’ static 

knowledge and beliefs but also how the knowledge and beliefs are revised as the agents act 

and observe. 

 

6.1.2 Redundancy Allocation Problem 

Besides to finish the simulation running on one computation device, for future extension, the 

agents can be deployed on different devices so that the computation can be carried out in 

parallel. Since our proposed framework supports multi-device and the communication 
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between BDI agents is in message form, the capabilities of distributing the agents are out 

there. If the computation is carried out on physically separated devices, the delay of 

transmitting and receiving messages will be involved. A problem we can foresee is the 

synchronization and message loss. For example, due to the delay of propagating the bidding 

messages, if a bidding message regarding the previous bidding round arrives during the 

current round, the bidding process would fall into a mess. Hence, more perfect trading 

mechanism and bidding protocols need to be carefully designed. In addition, the criteria of 

checking a trading feasibility could be refined. Currently, in the simulation, the checking 

ends when C 	 C  and W 	 W ; however, C 	and W 	are updated after the computation of 

attempted trading, which results in the case that sometimes the final returned solution 

exceeds the constraints. Only solution of last round can be returned as feasible solution. To 

make the program more robust, more work can be put on this issue. 
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APPENDIX A. COMPARISON OF BDI AGENT 

PLATFORMS 

 

Comparison Standards 

1. Agent Programming Language 

1) Functionality 

Does the language support BDI model? 

2) Communication 

Does the language provide high-level primitives for communication? 

3) Simplicity 

How easy is it to use and understand the language? 

4) Expressiveness 

Is the language suitable for the implementation of BDI multi-agent framework? 

5) Extensiveness 

Does the language allow the definition of new language components from the basic 

constructs in a systematic way? 

6) Software Engineering Principles 

 Have Software Engineering and Programming Language principles, such as abstraction, 

inheritance, modularity, overloading, information hiding, error handling, and generic 

programming, been considered or adopted within design of this language? 
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7) Language Integration 

1. Does it deal with the possibility of integrating the language with existing (well-known) 

programming language? 

2. Can the language be interfaced with other programming languages, or does it allow 

the invocation of methods built using other programming languages? 

 

2. Platform 

1) Deployment and Portability 

1. Does the platform provide material, such as documentation, tutorials or training of any 

kind, installation and deployment guidelines, to help users in deploying their systems? 

2. Does the platform require a specific computing environment (computer architecture, 

operating system, libraries, etc.) to be deployed? 

2)  Standards Compliance 

Does the platform adhere to the standards (FIPA) with respects to: general architecture, 

naming service, white- and yellow-page services, agent-life cycle management, etc.? 

3) Platform Extensibility 

Can the platform be extended with additional functionality, for example through Open 

Source collaboration? 
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4) Technical Interoperability 

Is an application aimed at running on this platform tied to a specific programming 

language, specific architectures (e.g., .NET, J2EE), or are there special operating system 

requirements? 

5) BDI Multi-Agent Systems Features 

1. Does the platform support BDI agents and BDI multi-agent systems? 

2. Does the platform provide distributed control, and hierarchical structure of agents? 

3. Does the platform offer interface for extension (modularization)? 

4. Any performance issue? 

 

Agent Platforms 

1. Jason 

Jason is an interpreter for an extended version of AgentSpeak. It implements the operational 

semantics of that language, and provides a platform for the development of multi-agent 

systems, with many user-customizable features. AgentSpeak is a logic-based agent-oriented 

programming language, which is aimed at the implementation of reactive planning systems 

but also benefited from the experience with more clear notions of BDI as put forward in the 

work on the BDI agent architecture and BDI logics. However, AgentSpeak is an abstract 

agent programming language. Some of the features in Jason are: 
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1. Speech-act based inter-agent communication and annotation of beliefs with information 

sources; 

2. Annotations on plan labels, which can be used by elaborate (e.g., decision theoretic) 

selection functions; 

3.  The possibility to run a multi-agent system distributed over a network; 

4. Fully customizable (in Java) selection functions, trust functions, and overall agent 

architecture (perception, belief-revision, inter-agent communication, and acting); 

5.  Straight forward extensibility by means of user-defined "internal actions"; 

6.  Clear notion of multi-agent environments, which can be implemented in Java (this can be 

a simulation of a real environment, e.g., for testing purposes before the system is actually 

deployed). 

 

An AgentSpeak agent is defined by a set of beliefs giving the initial state of the 

agent's belief base, and a set of plans which form its plan library. AgentSpeak distinguishes 

two types of goals: achievement goals and test goals. Achievement goals are formed by an 

atomic formulas prefixed with the ‘!’ operator, while test goals are prefixed with the ‘?’ 

operator. An achievement goal states that the agent wants to achieve a state of the world 

where the associated atomic formula is true. A test goal states that the agent wants to test 

whether the associated atomic formulas is (or can be unified with) one of its beliefs. An 

AgentSpeak agent is a reactive planning system. A triggering event defines which events can 

initiate the execution of a particular plan. Plans are triggered by the addition ('+') or deletion 
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(*-') of beliefs or goals (the "mental attitudes" of AgentSpeak agents). An AgentSpeak plan 

has a head (the expression to the left of the arrow), which is formed from a triggering event 

(specifying the events for which that plan is relevant), and a conjunction of belief literals 

representing a context. The conjunction of literals in the context must be a logical 

consequence of that agent's current beliefs if the plan is to be considered applicable at that 

moment in time (only applicable plans can be chosen for execution). A plan also has a body, 

which is a sequence of basic actions or goals that the agent has to achieve when the plan is 

triggered. Plan bodies include basic actions, such actions represent operations the agent can 

perform so as to change the environment.  

For example, 

skill(plasticBomb). 

skill(bioBomb). 

-skill(nuclearBomb). 

safetyArea(fieldl). 

@pl 

+bomb(Terminal, Gate, BombType) : skill(BombType) 

<- !go(Terminal, Gate); 

disarm(BombType). 

@p2 

+bomb(Terminal, Gate, BombType) : -skill(BombType) 

<- ImoveSafeArea(Terminal, Gate, BombType). 
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@p3 

+bomb(Terminal, Gate, BombType) : not skill(BombType) & not -skill(BombType) 

<- broadcast(tell, alter) 

@p4 

+ImoveSafeArea(T,G,Bomb) ; true 

<- ?safeArea(Place) ,• 

!discoverFreeCPH(FreeCPH); 

.send(FreeCPH, achieve, 

carryToSafePlace(T,G,Place,Bomb)). 

 

AgentSpeak code is considerably more readable than other languages such as JACK. 

It is arguable that Jason will provide at least a much more clear way of implementing such 

designs; however, being an industrial platform, JACK has, currently, far better supporting 

tools and documentation, but on the other hand, Jason is open source whereas JACK is not. 
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Figure 0-1 An Interpretation Cycle of an AgentSpeak Program [21] 
 

 
Comparison (refer to Comparison Standards) 
 
1(1) Jason is based on a BDI logic-programming language and therefore fully supports all 

these concepts; however it does not as yet support agent organizations. 

1(2) Speech-act based communication is available in Jason, based on KQML and some extra 

ones that are used for exchanging plans (rather than beliefs). 
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l(3) The core of Jason is an AgentSpeak Interpreter, which is simple, elegant, and  quite 

expressive. 

1(4) Jason should be suitable for any application for which BDI agents are. 

1(5) The "Internal action" constructer allows for some form of extensibility, and there are 

various customization mechanisms available in Jason. 

l(6) Very little; however, methodologies suitable for BDI-like agents. 

l(7) 1.The same "Internal action" construct mentioned above allows for a high-level approach 

to Integration with Java (the agent code Itself remains a clear logical description of the 

agent's reasoning, as Java or legacy code is simply referenced In the high-level Internal 

actions). 2. This can be achieved by the use of JNI (Java Native Interface) and the internal 

action mechanism mentioned above. 

2(1) 1. Jason has sufficient documentation, and further tutorials are under preparation; when 

agents are not situated in some real-world environment, deployment in a networked system is 

trivial with Jason. 2. No, It runs on any platform for which Java Is available. 

2(2) Jason provides these services through SACI, which is KQML compliant; however, the 

distribution Infrastructure can be customized, so a different Infrastructure (FIPA compliant) 

can be used if necessary. 

2(3) Jason is available Open Source and in most extensions attempted so far it has proven 

very easy to extend (because of the customization mechanisms, this often means that not 

change In the Interpreter Itself is required); there are a number of extensions planned for the 

near future. 
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2(4) Applications require a Java Virtual Machine to run, but there are no operating system 

requirements. 

2(5) 1. Again through the use of SACI, BDI multi-agent systems are easily supported.  

2. Distributed execution is available; however, social structures are not supported. 3. This is 

not available. 4. Unknown. 

 

2. 3APL 

3APL is a programming language for implementing cognitive agents. It provides 

programming constructs for implementing agents' beliefs, goals, basic capabilities (such as 

belief updates, external actions, or communication actions) and a set of practical reasoning 

rules through which agents' goals can be updated or revised. The 3APL programs are 

executed on the 3APL platform. Each 3APL program is executed by means of an interpreter 

that deliberates on the cognitive attitudes of that agent.  

In designing the 3APL programming language, a separation was created between 

mental attitudes (data structures) and the deliberation process (programming instructions) 

that manipulate the mental attitudes. Therefore, the 3APL programming language consists of 

programming constructs to implement the agent's mental attitudes, represented as data 

structures, as well as the agent's deliberation process, represented as instructions, to 

manipulate the mental attitudes. In particular, 3APL allows direct specification of mental 

attitudes such as beliefs, goals, plans, actions and reasoning rules. Actions form the basic 

building blocks of plans and can be internal mental actions, external actions, or 
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communication actions. The deliberation constructs allow the implementation of selection 

and execution of actions and plans through which an agent's belief base can be updated and 

through which the shared environment can be modified. It also allows the selection and 

application of reasoning rules through which the goal and plan bases can be modified. This 

view on programming multi-agent systems has resulted in the 3APL multi-agent platform 

architecture and the 3APL agent architecture, as illustrated in the following figure. 

 

Figure 0-2 The architectures of 3APL platform (A) and individual 3APL agents (B) [27] 
 

The 3APL platform consists of a number of agents, a directory facilitator called agent 

management system, a message transport system which delivers messages between agents, a 

shared environment, and a plug-in interface that allows agents to execute actions in the 

shared environment. The function of the agent management system is to register agents that 

are loaded and executed on the platform and it answers a set of questions from agents about 

other agents that are present on the platform. These questions can be, for example, about the 
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names of agents, their functions, and the services they provide. Each individual 3APL agent 

consists of a belief base, a goal base, a plan base, an action base for the specification of 

internal mental actions, a base for goal planning rules (which can be applied to plan a goal), 

and a base for plan revision rules (which can be used to revise, adopt, and drop plans). The 

Extended Backus–Naur Form syntax of the 3APL programming language for individual 

agents:  

hProgrami ::= "Program" hidenti 

( "Load" hidenti )? 

"Capabilities :" ( hcapabilitiesi )? 

"BeliefBase :" ( hbeliefsi )? 

"GoalBase :" ( hgoalsi )? 

"PlanBase :" ( hplansi )? 

"PG ¡ rules :" ( hp rulesi )? 

"PR ¡ rules :" ( hr rulesi )? 

hcapabilitiesi ::= hcapabilityi ( ";" hcapabilityi )* 

hcapabilityi ::= "f" hqueryi "g" hAtomi "f" hliteralsi "g" 

hbeliefsi ::= ( hbeliefi )* 

hbelief i ::= hground atomi ":" j hatomi ": ¡" hliteralsi":" 

hgoalsi ::= hgoali ( ";" hgoali )* 

hgoali ::= hground atomi ( "and" hground atomi )* 

hplansi ::= hplani ( ";" hplani )* 
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hplani ::= hbasicactioni j hcomposedplani 

hbasicactioni ::= "²" j hAtomi j "Send("hivi,hivi,hatomi")" j 

"Java("hidenti,hatomi,hvari")" j hwffi"?" j hatomi 

hcomposedplani ::= "if" hwffi "then" hplani ( "else" hplani )? j 

"while" hqueryi "do" hplani j 

hplani ";" hplani 

hp rulesi ::= hp rulei ( ";" hp rulei )* 

hp rulei ::= hatomi "<¡" hqueryi "j" hplani 

hp rulei ::= "<¡" hqueryi "j" hplani 

hr rulesi ::= hr rulei ( ";" hr rulei )* 

hr rulei ::= hplani "<¡" hqueryi "j" hplani 

hliteralsi ::= hliterali ( ";" hliterali )* 

hliterali ::= hatomi j "not("hatomi")" 

hwffi ::= hliterali j hwffi "and" hwffi j hwffi "or" hwffi 

hqueryi ::= hwffi j "true" 
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Figure 0-3 An Interpretation Cycle for the 3APL Agent [27] 
 

The 3APL platform can be employed to implement multi-agent systems where each 

individual agent is implemented through the 3APL programming language. Using the 3APL 

programming language, individual agents can directly be implemented in terms of cognitive 

concepts such as beliefs, goals, plans, actions, and reasoning rules. Experience from 

deploying the 3APL platform for educational purposes have proved it to provide appropriate 

programming constructs for direct and easy implementation of applications that are analyzed 

and designed by existing multi-agent system development methodologies. 
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Comparison (refer to Comparison Standards) 
 
1(1) The 3APL supports the implementation of mental attitudes (beliefs, goals, plans, and 

reasoning rules), the implementation of a deliberation cycle, and reactive as well as 

deliberative behavior, it means it fully supports BDI model. 

1(2) The language provides a speech-act based programming construct for communication. 

1(3) The general ideas of the language can be understood relatively easily, especially for 

someone familiar with the idea of cognitive agents, as a limited number of language 

constructs is available. The details of the formal semantics will take some more time to 

comprehend. 

1(4) The applications that can be developed using the 3APL platform and the 3APL 

programming language are those that are best understood in terms of cognitive and social 

concepts like beliefs, goals, plans, actions, norms, organizational structures, resources and 

services that are part of the multi-agent environment. 

1(5) The mental and external actions enable two forms of extensibility. Also, the possibility 

to program the deliberation process in Java allows the programmer to define new language 

components. 

l(6) Limited forms of abstraction, modularity and reusability are supported. Since the 

deliberation cycle and the shared environment are programmable as separate modules, the 

principle of separation of concern is respected. 
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1(7) 1. 2. The 3APL platform and interpreter are programmed in Java. By means of external 

actions, Java can be called from the 3APL program. Also, a Java implementation of Prolog is 

used to implement the belief base of agents. 

2(1) 1. There is a user guide that explains the use of the 3APL platform and the 3APL 

programming language through examples that are also available with the distribution. This 

user guide is under constant development. 2. No, It runs on any platform for which Java Is 

available. 

2(2) The 3APL platform supports limited naming and yellow page services. 

2(3) The 3APL platform is not open source, but the source is available on request. 

2(4) The applications run on the 3APL platform should be programmed in terms of 

individual agents that are programmed in the 3APL language. 

2(5) 1.The 3APL platform does not support open and heterogeneous multi-agent systems. 

2. The platform provides only distributed control of agents. 

3. No. 

4. The 3APL platform is not able to deal with large-scale problems. 

 

3. JACK 

JACK is a Java-based intelligent agent toolkit used to implement BDI agents. There are four 

main components to a JACK system: agents, events, plans and belief sets. When a JACK 

agent receives an event, which may correspond to a goal, it will refer to its plan library. Plan 

libraries act as a repository of plans. Plans consist of (1) a trigger which indicates which 
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event they are relevant to; (2) a context condition which describes the situation in which they 

are applicable; and (3) a plan body. The plan body may contain both sub goals and actions. 

There may be multiple plans associated with any given goal or event. If a plan fails during 

execution, the agent checks to see whether other plans are applicable. There are five steps to 

summarize: 

1. Event posted. 

2. Determine the set of relevant plans. 

3. Determine the applicable plans. 

4. Select an applicable plan and run it. 

5. If plan fails, go to step 4 (select an applicable plan). 

Belief sets can be viewed as relational databases. 

In addition, JACK extends Java in three ways: 

1. JACK adds new top-level declaration types which are used to declare agents, belief 

sets, views, events, plans and capabilities. 

2. Each of the top-level types is defined using various # declarations which define the 

properties of the entity and relationships between entities. 

3. Within plan bodies JACK defines a range of @ statements such as posting an event 

(e.g., @post) or waiting for a condition (@wait for). Some of the @ statements defined by 

JACK. For example, 
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public plan ProcessRequest extends Plan { 

#handles event Request req; 

#sends event Response resp; 

context() { 

req.isValid; 

} 

#reasoning method body() { 

// Can contain Java code as well 

//as JACK ©-statements 

@reply(req,resp.response(...)); 

} 

} 

 

The execution cycle of events triggering plans in JACK is common to a whole family 

of BDI architectures. However, there are some details of the cycle that are specific to JACK 

and distinguish it from other platforms. First of all, JACK re-computes the applicable set 

when considering alternative plans due to failure. This means that when a plan fails and 

alternatives are considered, the applicability of these alternatives is evaluated in the current 

situation, not the situation when the event was first posted. Some other BDI architectures do 

not re-compute the applicable plan set, and thus select plans based on out-of-date information 

when failure occurs. Next, the context condition is actually split into two parts: a context 
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condition and a relevance condition. The relevance condition is a Boolean condition that is 

only evaluated once and can only access the details of the event, not any other data. The 

relevance condition is used to exclude plans based on the details of the event (which do not 

change). For example, if the event is a request for credit which specifies the amount and there 

are separate plans depending on the amount requested, the selection of plans can be done 

using a relevance condition rather than a context condition. To summarize: 

1. Event posted. 

2. Find plans that handle it. 

3. Determine the set of relevant plans using relevant ( ) method (Relevant method can 

only access event, not beliefs). 

4. Determine applicable plans using context ( ). 

5. Select a plan and run its body ( ). (Meta-reasoning can be used to make the 

selection). 

6. If plan fails, go to step 4 (recomputed applicable plan set). 

 

Comparison (refer to Comparison Standards) 
 

1(1) The JACK language supports BDI style practical reasoning as well as forward-directed 

inference reasoning, and allows for various agent concepts such as mental attitudes, 

deliberation, and adaptation, reactive and proactive behavior. There is a JACK extension 

towards a Cognitive Architecture, for inclusion of cognitive parameters and variations to the 

reasoning processes, and for modeling of cognitive influences by behavior moderators. 
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1(2) JACK provides high-level primitives for communication between agents. 

Communication is peer-to-peer, and does not include broadcast or multi-cast addressing. 

1(3) JACK is an easy-to-use programming language. 

1(4) JACK is a full programming language well suited for a BDI multi-agent system. 

1(5) JACK allows new program elements to be defined in a systematic way, through 

compiler plug-ins. 

l(6) The JACK language is a full-flavored programming language that combines the logic 

oriented BDI style with the object-oriented Java style, and it further includes programming 

elements providing increased support for abstraction, modularization, information hiding and 

generic programming. 

l(7) 1. 2. JACK is fully integrated with Java, and it also includes integration mechanisms for 

combining JACK agents with C++ programs. 

2(1) 1. JACK is well documented through a range of manuals and practical, and is easily 

installed via the downloadable installer. 2. JACK runs on all Java platforms, and has been run 

on mobile devices like smart phones. 

2(2) The JACK platform is itself proprietary, but includes the standard architectural elements, 

and there are FIPA wrapper extensions. 

2(3) JACK is not open source. 

2(4) JACK is not tied to any specific operation environment. 
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2(5) 1. JACK fully supports BDI multi-agent systems. 2. JACK includes a language 

extension for team-oriented programming, which simplifies coordinated activity and 

distributed control. The JACK Teams model includes role declarations and hierarchical, 

dynamic teams. 3. No. 4. JACK is being used for several industrial applications. 

 

4. JADE 

JADE (Java Agent Development Framework) is a software environment to build agent 

systems for the management of networked information resources in compliance with the 

FIPA specifications for interoperable multi-agent systems. JADE provides a middleware for 

the development and execution of agent-based applications which can seamless work and 

interoperate both in wired and wireless environment. Moreover, JADE supports the 

development of multi-agent systems through the predefined programmable and extensible 

agent model and a set of management and testing tools. Currently, JADE is one of the most 

used and promising agent development framework; in fact, it has a large user group, 

involving more than two thousands active members, it has been used to realize real systems 

in different application sectors, and its future development is guided by a governing board 

involving some important industrial companies. 

A JADE multi-agent application is composed of the FIPA standard agents, provided 

by the JADE platform, and of a set of application dependent agents realized by the 

application developer. Agents are implemented through a Java class containing a set of 

interior classes that realize the different behaviors of the agent. Agent behaviors can be 
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composed of other behaviors and can be executed either a single time (one-shot behaviors) or 

different times (cyclic behaviors). Agent classes are based on a method, called setup, that 

performs the agent initialization, and another method, called takedown, that performs cleanup 

operations at the end of its execution. Agent behaviors are based on a method, called action, 

which defines the operations to be performed when the behavior is in execution. Moreover, 

cyclic behaviors may have another method, called done, that returns a Boolean value 

indicating whether or not this behavior has completed its iterative execution. The code of an 

agent class has the following structure: 

public class AgentClassName extends Agent { 

//variables definition 

protected void setup() { 

... initialize the agent ... 

} 

protected void takeDown() { 

... clean-up operations .,. 

} 

private class RBehaviourClassName extends Behaviour { 

... variables definition ... 

public void action() { 

... behaviour execution ... 

} 
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// optional method for cyclic behaviours 

public boolean done() { 

... return true if execution is completed 

} 

} 

other behaviour interior classes ... 

} 

 

Comparison (refer to Comparison Standards) 
 

1(1) JADE provides a very general but primitive agent model offering both reactive and 

social abilities. This model can serve as a useful basis to implement more sophisticated agent 

architectures, but is not the BDI model. 

1(2) JADE provides high level communication through FIPA ACL messages. Also, it uses 

different low level communication mechanisms to improve performance. 

1(3) JADE does not offer an own language, but software libraries that allow the development 

of multi-agent systems using Java. 

1(4) Yes, there is a lot of work to be done. 

1(5) No. 

l(6) JADE offers the same software engineering and programming language principles 

offered by the programming language used to implement it. 

l(7) 1. JADE and the multi-agent systems developed with it are written by using Java. 
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2. The agents of a JADE multi-agent system can interact with software written in other 

programming languages by using either special agent wrappers or messages exchange (in the 

case of other FIPA compliant agents). 

2(1) 1. JADE provides a rich set of documents (manuals and tutorials) and code examples to 

help the user to install and use it. 2. JADE is written in Java. Therefore JADE multi-agent 

systems may run on the operating systems for which a Java virtual machine is available. In 

particular, the JADE run-time can be compiled for different Java profiles allowing the 

execution of JADE multi-agent systems on a wide class of devices ranging from servers to 

smart phones. 

2(2) JADE is FIPA compliant. 

2(3) The whole JADE source code is distributed under the LGPL open source licence. 

Therefore, both the extension of the platform and its use in commercial products are allowed. 

2(4) JADE multi-agent systems must be written using Java, the only constraint for the 

operating system is the availability of a Java virtual machine. 

2(5) 1. JADE allows the realization of open systems through the dynamic federation of agent 

platforms. Agents of such federations may be heterogeneous with the only constraint of being 

FIPA compliant. 2. Following the FIPA standard, JADE multi-agent systems use a 

centralized control: each agent platform is controlled by the AMS. However, JADE offers a 

fault tolerance mechanism that allows an agent platform to survive the failure of its AMS.     

3. Given that JADE agent systems are realized by using Java, all its components are reusable. 

Moreover, the JADE framework and its community of users made available different 
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software libraries and "add-ons" that may be useful to realize agent systems in different 

application sectors. 4. No performance issues. 

 

5. JADEX 

JADEX is a software framework for the creation of goal-oriented agents following the belief-

desire-intention (BDI) model. The JADEX project aims to make the development of agent 

based systems as easy as possible without sacrificing the expressive power of the agent 

paradigm. The objective is to build up a rational agent layer that sits on top of a middleware 

agent infrastructure and allows for intelligent agent construction using sound software 

engineering foundations. Fostering a smooth transition from traditional distributed systems to 

the development of multi-agent systems, well established object-oriented concepts and 

technologies such as Java and XML are employed wherever applicable. Moreover, the 

JADEX reasoning engine tries to overcome traditional limitations of BDI systems by 

introducing explicit goals. This allows goal deliberation mechanisms being realized and 

additionally facilitates application development by making results from goal-oriented 

analysis and design easily transferable to the implementation layer. The system is freely 

available under LGPL license and provides extensive documentation as well as illustrative 

example applications. 

To develop applications with JADEX, the programmer has to create two types of files: 

XML agent definition files (ADF) and Java classes for the plan implementations. The ADF 

can be seen as a type specification for a class of instantiated agents. The XML based ADF 
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declaration and the plan programming Java API, and highlights the interrelations between 

them. Detailed reference documentation for the XML definition as well as the plan 

programming API is also separately available in form of the generated XML schema 

documentation and the generated Java docs. The following Figure 6-4 depicts how XML and 

Java files together define the functionality of an agent. To start an agent, first the ADF is 

loaded, and the agent is initialized with beliefs, goals, and plans as specified. Beliefs 

represent the agent's knowledge about its environment and itself. In JADEX the beliefs can 

be any Java objects. They are stored in a belief base and can be referenced in expressions, as 

well as accessed and modified from plans using the belief base interface. Goals make up the 

agent's motivational stance and are the driving forces for its actions. Therefore, the 

representation and handling of goals is one of the main features of JADEX. The concrete 

actions an agent may carry out to reach its goals are described in plans. An agent developer 

has to define the head and the body of a plan. The head contains the conditions under which 

the plan may be executed and is specified in the ADF. 

 

Figure 0-4 JADEX agent [29] 
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Comparison (refer to Comparison Standards) 
 
1(1) Reactive and deliberative behavior is supported based on the BDI model and the 

corresponding mental attitudes. 

1(2) FIPA-compliant speech-act based communication is provided by the underlying JADE 

platform. 

1(3) The language is easy to learn, as it is based on well-known technologies such as Java 

and XML. Experiments with students have shown that new users are quickly able to develop 

their first agents. 

1(4) JADEX is inherently suited for design and constructing BDI multi-agent systems. 

1(5) The system does not define a new language for programming agent behavior, but instead 

makes BDI-specific agent facilities available as application program interface (API). Hence, 

the BDI feature set can be easily extended. 

l (6) The XML language enforces strong typing. The plan language Inherits the software 

engineering and programming language principles of Java. In addition, reusability is 

supported by the definition of agent-modules called capabilities. 

l(7) 1. Embedding the agent language into a general-purpose language is not necessary, 

because the system cleanly separates the definition of an agent's structure and the definition 

of agent behavior. The structure of an agent is defined in a system specific XML dialect 

following a BDI model, while the agent behavior is realized as plans coded directly in the 

general-purpose programming language Java. 2. The default plan language is Java and 

therefore allows accessing any other application code or third party library written In Java. In 
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addition, it is possible to define wrappers that allow executing plans written in other 

languages. 

2(1) 1. The documentation includes an introductory tutorial, a user guide, which also serves 

as a reference manual, and a guide to the available tools. Javadocs of the plan programming 

API, and a reference to the meta-model defined in XML Schema are provided, and the 

distribution includes several example applications with source. 2. The system is based on 

Java , and requires a host agent platform which can adapt and share with JADE.  

2(2) The system complier is based on Janino with the FIPA-standards. 

2(3) The system is Open Source and carefully designed and documented to allow easy and 

flexible extension of the provided functionality. 

2(4) The reasoning engine provides a general integration mechanism, and is designed to be 

used on top of any existing middleware. Therefore, it can be easily ported to other FIPA-

compliant agent platforms and to other middleware environments such as J2EE or .NET. 

2(5) 1. The system realizes a BDI agent architecture, and it is possible to run JADEX agents 

on the same platform as other JADE agents. Openness is supported in principle through 

FIPA-compliant communication, but not especially facilitated by the design of the system. 2. 

JADEX agents use the distributed or centralized control structures provided by the 

underlying platform (e.g. JADE). A hierarchical structure of agents is not supported, but 

agents can be decomposed into hierarchically structured modules, which are similar to agents, 

but do not have their own reasoning process. 3. The system includes a ready-to-use module 
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for communication with a directory facilitator and for using simple FIPA Interaction 

protocols. 

4. The performance of the system regarding the number of agents and messages is bounded 

by the performance of the underlying platform. The computation cost Induced by the 

reasoning engine highly depends on the complexity of the agents. 
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APPENDIX B. NOTATIONS 

s                                    the number of subsystems connected in parallel; 
mi                                  the number of available component choices for the i-th subsystem; 
cij ,wij                            the cost and weight of the j-th component in the i-th subsystem. 
Rs, Cs, Ws                    the extract function for reliability, cost and weight; 
 x                                   the average amount of identical components that can be used if all 
                                      other subsystems use only one component; 
t                                     the total number of component types in the overall system; γ 	                                  the performance set of subsystem i; Φ γ j , γ i           the bidding message sent by agent j; 
R                                   the overall system reliability; 
C,W                              total cost and total weight constraints; 
subCi, subWi                 the cost and weight constraints for subsystem i ; c , w                       the actually used cost and weight in the i-th subsystem after  
                                     linear optimization; X 	                              the component assignment of the l-th performance set in the i-th 
                                     subsystem; c ,	w 																													the cost and weight constraints which are used to in subsystem's 
                                     optimization; 
Cu, Wu                          the actually used cost and weight in the overall system optimization; 
Cr, Wr                          the remained cost and weight that are not used after each round of 
                                     optimization. 
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APPENDIX C. DATA SETS 

 
The permissible performance data sets γ  for subsystem 1, where the bolded set is the 
initially selected set 
( 0.9, 1 , 3 , 1 ) ( 0.91, 2 , 2 , 1 ) 
( 0.93, 1 , 4 , 1 ) ( 0.95, 2 , 5 , 1 ) ( 0.99, 2 , 6 , 2 ) 
( 0.991, 3 , 5 , 2 ) ( 0.9919, 4 , 4 , 2 ) ( 0.993, 2 , 7 , 2 ) 
( 0.9937, 3 , 6 , 2 ) ( 0.9951, 2 , 8 , 2 ) ( 0.9955, 4 , 7 , 2 ) 
( 0.999, 3 , 9 , 3 ) ( 0.9991, 4 , 8 , 3 ) ( 0.99919, 5 , 7 , 3 ) 
(0.999271, 6 , 6 , 3 ) ( 0.9993, 3 , 10 , 3 ) ( 0.99937, 4 , 9 , 3 ) 
(0.999433, 5 , 8 , 3 ) ( 0.99951, 3 , 11 , 3 ) (0.999559, 4 , 10 , 3 ) 
(0.999595, 6 , 9 , 3 ) (0.999657, 3 , 12 , 3 ) ( 0.9999, 4 , 12 , 4 ) 
( 0.99991, 5 , 11 , 4 ) (0.999919, 6 , 10 , 4 ) (.9999271, 7 , 9 , 4 ) 
( 0.99993, 4 , 13 , 4 ) (.9999344, 8 , 8 , 4 ) (0.999937, 5 , 12 , 4 ) 
(.9999433, 6 , 11 , 4 ) (0.999949, 7 , 10 , 4 ) (0.999951, 4 , 14 , 4 ) 
(.9999559, 5 , 13 , 4 ) (.9999603, 6 , 12 , 4 ) (.9999636, 8 , 11 , 4 ) 
(.9999657, 4 , 15 , 4 ) (.9999691, 5 , 14 , 4 ) (0.999976, 4 , 16 , 4 ) 
( 0.99999, 5 , 15 , 5 ) (0.999991, 6 , 14 , 5 ) (.9999919, 7 , 13 , 5 ) 
(.9999927, 8 , 12 , 5 ) (0.999993, 5 , 16 , 5 ) (0.9999934, 9 , 11 , 5 ) 
(0.9999937, 6 , 15 , 5 ) (0.9999941, 10 , 10 , 5 ) (0.9999943, 7 , 14 , 5 ) 
(0.9999949, 8 , 13 , 5 ) (0.9999951, 5 , 17 , 5 ) (0.9999954, 9 , 12 , 5 ) 
(0.9999956, 6 , 16 , 5 ) (0.999996, 7 , 15 , 5 ) (0.9999964, 8 , 14 , 5 ) 
(0.9999966, 5 , 18 , 5 ) (0.9999967, 10 , 13 , 5 ) (0.9999969, 6 , 17 , 5 ) 
(0.9999972, 7 , 16 , 5 ) (0.9999976, 5 , 19 , 5 ) (0.9999983, 5 , 20 , 5 ) 
(0.999999, 6 , 18 , 6 ) (0.9999991, 7 , 17 , 6 ) (0.9999992, 8 , 16 , 6 ) 
(0.9999993, 9 , 15 , 6 ) (0.9999993, 6 , 19 , 6 ) (0.9999993, 10 , 14 , 6 ) 
(0.9999994, 7 , 18 , 6 ) (0.9999994, 11 , 13 , 6 ) (0.9999994, 8 , 17 , 6 ) 
(0.9999995, 12 , 12 , 6 ) (0.9999995, 9 , 16 , 6 ) (0.9999995, 6 , 20 , 6 ) 
(0.9999995, 10 , 15 , 6 ) (0.9999996, 7 , 19 , 6 ) (0.9999996, 11 , 14 , 6 ) 
(0.9999996, 8 , 18 , 6 ) (0.9999996, 9 , 17 , 6 ) (0.9999997, 6 , 21 , 6 ) 
(0.9999997, 10 , 16 , 6 ) (0.9999997, 7 , 20 , 6 ) (0.9999997, 12 , 15 , 6 ) 
(0.9999997, 8 , 19 , 6 ) (0.9999997, 9 , 18 , 6 ) (0.9999998, 6 , 22 , 6 ) 
(0.9999998, 6 , 23 , 6 ) (0.9999999, 6 , 24 , 6 ) (0.9999999, 7 , 21 , 7 ) 
(0.9999999, 8 , 20 , 7 ) (0.9999999, 9 , 19 , 7 ) (0.9999999, 10 , 18 , 7 ) 
(0.9999999, 7 , 22 , 7 ) (0.9999999, 11 , 17 , 7 ) (0.9999999, 8 , 21 , 7 ) 
(0.9999999, 12 , 16 , 7 ) (0.9999999, 9 , 20 , 7 ) (0.9999999, 13 , 15 , 7 ) 
(0.9999999, 10 , 19 , 7 ) ( 1, 7 , 23 , 7 ) ( 1, 14 , 14 , 7 ) 
( 1, 11 , 18 , 7 ) ( 1, 8 , 22 , 7 ) ( 1, 12 , 17 , 7 ) 
( 1, 9 , 21 , 7 ) ( 1, 13 , 16 , 7 ) ( 1, 10 , 20 , 7 ) 
( 1, 7 , 24 , 7 ) ( 1, 11 , 19 , 7 ) ( 1, 8 , 23 , 7 ) 
The rest more than 3000 sets have reliability approximate to 1 
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The permissible performance data sets γ  for subsystem 2, where the bolded set is the 
initially selected set 
( 0.93, 1 , 9 , 1 ) ( 0.94, 1 , 10 , 1 ) 
( 0.95, 2 , 8 , 1 ) ( 0.9951, 2 , 18 , 2 ) ( 0.9958, 2 , 19 , 2 ) 
( 0.9964, 2 , 20 , 2 ) ( 0.9965, 3 , 17 , 2 ) ( 0.997, 3 , 18 , 2 ) 
( 0.9975, 4 , 16 , 2 ) (0.999657, 3 , 27 , 3 ) (0.999706, 3 , 28 , 3 ) 
(0.999748, 3 , 29 , 3 ) (0.999755, 4 , 26 , 3 ) (0.999784, 3 , 30 , 3 ) 
( 0.99979, 4 , 27 , 3 ) ( 0.99982, 4 , 28 , 3 ) (0.999825, 5 , 25 , 3 ) 
( 0.99985, 5 , 26 , 3 ) (0.999875, 6 , 24 , 3 ) (0.999976, 4 , 36 , 4 ) 
(0.9999794, 4 , 37 , 4 ) (0.9999824, 4 , 38 , 4 ) (0.9999828, 5 , 35 , 4 ) 
(0.9999849, 4 , 39 , 4 ) (0.9999853, 5 , 36 , 4 ) (0.9999870, 4 , 40 , 4 ) 
(0.9999874, 5 , 37 , 4 ) (0.9999877, 6 , 34 , 4 ) (0.9999892, 5 , 38 , 4 ) 
(0.9999895, 6 , 35 , 4 ) (0.9999910, 6 , 36 , 4 ) (0.9999913, 7 , 33 , 4 ) 
(0.9999925, 7 , 34 , 4 ) (0.9999938, 8 , 32 , 4 ) (0.9999983, 5 , 45 , 5 ) 
(0.9999986, 5 , 46 , 5 ) (0.9999988, 5 , 47 , 5 ) (0.9999988, 6 , 44 , 5 ) 
(0.9999989, 5 , 48 , 5 ) (0.9999990, 6 , 45 , 5 ) (0.9999991, 5 , 49 , 5 ) 
(0.9999991, 6 , 46 , 5 ) (0.9999991, 7 , 43 , 5 ) (0.9999992, 5 , 50 , 5 ) 
(0.9999992, 6 , 47 , 5 ) (0.9999993, 7 , 44 , 5 ) (0.9999994, 6 , 48 , 5 ) 
(0.9999994, 7 , 45 , 5 ) (0.9999994, 8 , 42 , 5 ) (0.9999995, 7 , 46 , 5 ) 
(0.9999995, 8 , 43 , 5 ) (0.9999995, 8 , 44 , 5 ) (0.9999996, 9 , 41 , 5 ) 
(0.9999996, 9 , 42 , 5 ) (0.9999997, 10 , 40 , 5 ) (0.9999999, 6 , 54 , 6 ) 
(0.9999999, 6 , 55 , 6 ) (0.9999999, 6 , 56 , 6 ) (0.9999999, 7 , 53 , 6 ) 
(0.9999999, 6 , 57 , 6 ) (0.9999999, 7 , 54 , 6 ) (0.9999999, 6 , 58 , 6 ) 
(0.9999999, 7 , 55 , 6 ) (0.9999999, 8 , 52 , 6 ) (0.9999999, 6 , 59 , 6 ) 
(0.9999999, 7 , 56 , 6 ) (0.9999999, 8 , 53 , 6 ) ( 1, 6 , 60 , 6 ) 
( 1, 7 , 57 , 6 ) ( 1, 8 , 54 , 6 ) ( 1, 9 , 51 , 6 ) 
( 1, 7 , 58 , 6 ) ( 1, 8 , 55 , 6 ) ( 1, 9 , 52 , 6 ) 
( 1, 8 , 56 , 6 ) ( 1, 9 , 53 , 6 ) ( 1, 10 , 50 , 6 ) 
The rest more than 300 sets have reliability approximate to 1 
 


